
If arguably no more than most of the nation’s population, lovers of fine wine have found their worlds turned upside down in this time of unprec-
edented change brought on by the plague of Covid-19, and one of the most unshakable worries is wondering what will happen next. Questions 
abound about what wineries will do as the season progresses, how the coming vintage might be affected and whether good wine will somehow 
become unattainable. 

Now, we live but minutes away from wine country in Northern California and hear from countless wineries every day, and, to be honest, we are 
not overly apprehensive that the business of making fine wine and ensuring that it is available to all is in irresolvable jeopardy. The vineyards are 
as quiet as we have ever seen, tasting rooms are closed down and wine-country tourism has gone into hibernation for as long as safety demands, 
yet , while the business of wine may have undergone a seismic and, hopefully temporary, change, it has not stopped. Grapes continue to grow, 
wine will continue to be made and most every producer with whom we have been in communication is actively and creatively making sure that 
those who hold fast to the belief that good wine is a necessity should rest assured that they will not go without. Most wineries are offering all sorts 
of on-line specials with minimal or no-cost shipping to fans of their wines, and, if ever there was a time to support one’s favorite producers with 
patronage, this is it. They are making it easier than ever. 

We may not be able to go to our favorite restaurants for a while or share cherished bottles with extended family and large groups of friends, but 
good wine will go on and a special glass with dinner in more intimate settings is, for us, still among the more pleasurable aspects of life and one 
that none need forego.

CHARDONNAY
Wine lovers’ thirst for good Chardonnay shows no signs of letting up, and the heady discussions about the proliferation of worthy styles continues 
apace. This issue’s collection of recent releases only adds to the astonishing range of fine choices facing its fans, and more than a few, such as those 
multiple-star-winning offerings from Au Bon Climat, Blue Farm, Castello di Amorosa, DuMol, Paul Hobbs, Ridge and Three Sticks that are featured 
this month are highly collectable, cellarworthy renditions that are fascinating now and will continue to be for years yet to come. 

CABERNET FRANC
Cabernet Franc’s ascendance to respectability in recent years is, in many eyes, long overdue and the variety’s considerable virtues are increasingly 
evident with every new vintage. Though hardly rivaling fine Cabernet Sauvignon bottlings with regard to sheer number, well-made Cabernet Franc 
can be every bit as complex and involving with enormous aging potential, and pouring a glass from such producers as Cornerstone, Corison or The 
Vineyard House, to name but a few, can be an eye-opening experience that is bound to win it new admirers. 

PETIT VERDOT
The sunny climes of California are well suited to this late-ripening variety, and, while Petit Verdot may not be a household name or mentioned in 
the same breath as Cabernet Sauvignon when the topic turns to the state’s most noble red wines, its champions are proving that it need not be 
bound up by untameable tannins as so many believe and that it can make wines that are as rich as they are sturdy.  

MALBEC
As of yet, there is not a sizeable contingent of Malbecs produced in California, yet it is grape that, no doubt fired by its notable success in the 
vineyards of Argentina, is attracting new local devotees each year. Malbec is a work in progress here on the West Coast, but we think that it has 
a promising future, and, even if it remains no more than a niche variety, we welcome its addition to the Golden State’s family of fine red wines. 

BEST BUYS
Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot share the Best Buy marquee in May, and, while the former continues to command the highest prices of any red 
wine, there are, very happily, many very good, sensibly priced examples whose purchase does not threaten to break the budget. Merlot’s popu-
larity may have declined in the early years of the new millennium, but, make no mistake, Merlot is back and the number of affable, downright 
delicious bottlings costing $20.00 and less is winning it more new fans every year. 
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AVAILABILITY

3	 Generally available in most market areas.

1	 Limited production and/or limited geographic distribution.

O	 Very limited availability.

GV Good Value

S	 Soft and fruity wine. Quaffable by itself or with light foods.

F	 Crisp white. Medium acid and dry. Fish or delicate flavored foods.

C	 Mellow white. Dry to slightly sweet. Enough acid for white meats.

l	Full and balanced dry White. Try with rich seafood and fowl dishes.

L	 Light Red and powerhouse White. Fowl, veal and light meats.

B	 Medium Red. Balanced, good depth, medium tannin.  
 Beef and lamb.

T	 Robust Red. Full tannin, intense flavors. For highly spiced  
 meat dishes.

d	 Sweet Dessert wine. Enjoyable by itself or with sweet desserts.

DRINKABILITY 

D	 Drinkable now. Unlikely to improve with further aging.

I	 Drinkable now. Further bottle aging can improve this wine.

A	 Cellar for future drinking. Wine will improve with bottle aging.

U	 Not suitable for drinking.

OUTSTANDING WINES CHARACTERISTICS & TRADITIONAL USE WITH FOOD

Tasting Note Legend

NOTE: Wines not marked with stars are often delightful wines. Each has unique 
virtues and any of these wines may be the best wine to serve your needs 
based on value, availability or for your dining and taste preferences. *Prices – 
Approximately California full retail prices. 

Connoisseurs’ Guide tastings are conducted with                 Stemware.

	***	 THREE STARS: (95-98 points) An exceptional wine.   
  Worth a special search of the market.

	 **	 TWO STARS:  (91-94 points) A highly distinctive wine.  
  Likely to be memorable.

 *	 ONE STAR: (87-90 points) Fine example of a type or  
  style of wine. Without notable flaws.

	

Chardonnay remains the most popular, in-demand wine in the United States 
and accounts for nearly twenty percent of all the varietal wine, red or white, 
that Americans consume, and there is more of it planted now than ever 
before. A quick check of the latest USDA grape acreage reports for 2019 
shows a steady increase in Chardonnays plantings in each and every one of California’s premium wine-growing districts over the last ten years.  
That might come as a surprise after reading what have become endless narratives that Chardonnay has rebounded after a lengthy time in the 
doldrums, but the simple truth is that it never fell from grace other than in the eyes of those who viewed it from the narrowest perspective.

We have been deluged by endless commentary by those who write about wine that California Chardonnay was singularly defined by ripeness and 
buttery oak and that a new day has dawned where excess has been replaced by a new winemaker aesthetic of minimalist viticulture.  Wineries 
are finally getting it “right” after years of pandering to consumers who mindlessly embraced ripeness and richness rather wines of “balance” 
that was apparently absent, or at least very rare, in local Chardonnay. An appreciation of acidity and “sense of place,” we are to believe, is now 
the new norm. Now, we would not argue that there is an unprecedented and exciting proliferation of styles manifest in the current crop of new 
Chardonnays, but we have frankly become tired of hearing that everything was somehow was wrong and that, now, Chardonnay has at last come 
into its own. 

The “Anything But Chardonnay” movement, that we always felt was principally concerned with the self-promotion of different, less-popular 
varieties, and, more recently, the “In Pursuit of Balance” collective which never quite seemed capable of defining just what “balance” really 
meant, certainly contributed to a broadening of vinous horizons hereabouts, but their near-religious, true-believing certainty of conviction 
could, to say the least, be at times annoying. The governing force of fashion that dictates that “new” is better than “old” brings with it a certain 
myopic standard of what is truly of worth, and, when it comes to fine wine, it would be unfortunate, indeed, if all were to be so judged according 
to a narrowly defined paradigm praised as the true path to virtue today, that will, owing to fashion’s necessary reliance on change, inevitably 
be seen as faulty and mistaken tomorrow.  

That there are marvelous offerings crafted in many styles is what most fascinates about artfully made wine, and Chardonnay, in particular, is 
a grape that so readily gives itself over to the winemaking craft and succeeds whether or not influenced by oak, aged sur lie or subject to malo-
lactic fermentation and in styles running from racy and brisk to fully ripe, big-bodied and rich.  They speak with different voices that will 
be much appreciated by some and less so by others. We here at CGCW are in the business of offering opinion, but it is opinion based on how 
interesting and involving and satisfying a wine is, not on how well it adheres to a predetermined checklist of criteria, and, as the number of 
fine contemporary West Coast Chardonnays continues to grow, we are equally impressed by the both the quality and range of choice they afford. 
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* it ALMA DE CATTLEYA Sonoma County 2018
Nicely formed and clean as a whistle, this fairly straightforward 
effort is, like its pricier sibling under the Cattleya label, built on a 
base of crisp, fresh apples. But, minerality rather than supportive 
richness is highlighted, and, while there is every chance that the 
wine will hold up well in the bottle, we would counsel drinking 
it up now alongside pan-fried Dover sole or mountain trout.
GOOD VALUE  1	 F	 D	 $24.00
ir ANCIENT PEAKS Santa Margarita Ranch 2018
Fresh and very lively apple-like fruit is the dominant message of 
this straightforward, no-frills Chardonnay, and, if not an especially 
deep or complex look at the variety, it is a winsome, clean-as-can-
be, affably balanced one that invites unceremonious drinking in 
the immediate term.  1	 l	 D	 $19.00

** jn AU BON CLIMAT “Nuits-Blanches au Bouge” 2016
Santa Maria Valley. Sporting an altogether lovely, many-layered 
nose of ripe apples, Meyer lemons, vanilla and a bit of crème 
brûlée like sweetness and following with luscious, like-minded 
flavors, this generous, comparatively mouthfilling effort sits at 
the richer end of the Au Bon Climat Chardonnay style spectrum. 
Its ongoing richness noted, it is not a wine given to graceless 
extravagance and is impeccably balanced with the fruity vigor 
and structural integrity to encourage another five or more years 
of additional cellaring.  1	 l	 I	 $40.00
* iu AU BON CLIMAT Los Alamos Vineyard 2018
Santa Barbara County. A little more forward in fruit than we 
are accustomed to seeing in Chardonnays from Au Bon Climat, 
yet still a wine that shows a good dose of sweet oak and the 
kind of incipient layering that encourages additional age, the 
2018 Los Alamos bottling is a flavorful, well-filled offering that 
does not stint on accessible richness and delivers plenty to like 
even now. Whether enjoyed in its youth or set aside for a few 
years, it is a seriously good offering for twenty-five dollars.
GOOD VALUE  1	 l	 I	 $25.00
* iu AU BON CLIMAT Sanford & Benedict Vineyard 2017
Santa Ynez Valley. Less than stridently fruity but quite complex 
on the nose, rich in tasty oak and roasted nuts with highlights of 
stony soil all of which are reiterated with authority in its tight, but 
fairly deep, like-minded flavors, this very firmly structured 
youngster is simply too tight just now for prime-time drinking 
but is a sure bet to open and expand with age. Hide it away for 
another two or three years and anticipate positive development 
for at least two or three more after that.  1	 l	 A	 $40.00
* it AU BON CLIMAT Bien Nacido Vineyard 2017
Santa Maria Valley. Here is a Chardonnay that takes a step 
back from those that run headlong to opulence, but, if slightly 
slender and lighter in gait, it still hits the varietal marks in a firmly 
balanced, mid-sized style. Its back-end tightness and mildly chalky 
finish signal that there is room for aging still, yet it will make a 
fine foil to flavorful, not-too-heavy seafoods in the short term 
should one chose not to wait.  1	 l	 I	 $35.00
* iu BALDACCI Sorelle Carneros Napa Valley 2017
Toasty oak jumps to the fore on initial nosing here, but it is very 

quickly joined by blossomy, mildly peachy fruit, and fruit goes 
the distance as the dominant player in the juicy flavors that follow 
as oak recedes a bit and takes on a more integral supporting 
role. The wine is medium-full in body and pleasantly rounded in 
feel without inclining to passive softness, and it is, withal, a very 
genial, well-stated Chardonnay that is tasty now and balanced 
to keep for several years.  1	 l	 D	 $40.00
* iu BLAGDEN Sangiacomo Vineyard Sonoma Coast 2016
Rich and expressive on first sniff and richer yet after a few swirls 
in the glass with expansive aromas of fully ripe apples accented 
by touches of honey and buttered toast, this broad, but balanced, 
full-bodied wine is beginning to show signs of developed maturity. 
It is still fairly firm yet its wide-open flavors are similarly evolved, 
and, if in no imminent danger of fading away any time soon, it 
impresses as a Chardonnay nearing its peak and demands nothing 
in the way of further age.  O	l	 D	 $52.00

** jm BLUE FARM Laceroni Vineyard 2017
Russian River Valley. Very true to the model established by past 
Blue Farm Laceroni Chardonnays in that it manages to be rich, 
decidedly complex and tightly wound all at once, the 2017 version 
bristles with bright and vibrant acidity but still delivers a wealth 
of very deep fruit with filigreed notes of fresh butter, oak and a 
light infusion of lees. Its verve and vitality are striking, and, while 
it is a wine that is destined to age beautifully for a very long time, 
it is one that, to our thinking, categorically demands no less than 
another two or three years of cellaring before starting to come 
into its own.  O	l	 A	 $70.00
* is CAMERON HUGHES Lot 689 Sonoma Valley 2017
On more than one occasion, if not in every outing, we have been 
pleasantly surprised by the quality and value of the Cameron 
Hughes selections, and, in this instance, each of those virtues is 
readily evident. The wine starts out with an attractive, honestly 
varietal nose of both green and ripe apples with a deft touch of 
sweet oak slowly making its way into the mix, and it proves to 
be somewhat fuller and richer than expected on the palate while 
always keeping fruit to the fore and pushy ripeness in check. It 
is, in short, a very good wine that comes at a price that allows 
for guiltless, week-night drinking. 
GOOD VALUE  1	 l	 D	 $15.00
iq CAROL SHELTON Wild Thing Sonoma County 2018
4% Marsanne; 2% Viognier. Very clean and nominally fruity on 
the nose with a scanty stony note to its subdued, green apple 
traits, this wine offers up a little less fruit than expected once in 
the mouth and, after an early suggestion of sweetness, is derailed   
by slight, but noticeable bitterness at the finish that is not wholly 
hidden by service with food.  1	 l	 D	 $19.00
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** jo CASTELLO DI AMOROSA Reserve Napa Valley 2018
Castello di Amorosa’s Reserve Chardonnay opts for emphatic 
richness right from the start, and its full-volume, oak-sweetened, 
ripe apple aromas are echoed in kind by its generously fruited, 
mouthfilling flavors. It is a big, fairly lavish wine to be sure, and 
it is very expressive right now, but its ripeness and fruity largesse 
do not come at the cost of heaviness, and it has the structural 
solidity to serve famously with richer foods and age effortlessly for 
several more years.  1	 L	 I	 $59.00
* jl CASTELLO DI AMOROSA Bien Nacido Vineyard 2017
Santa Barbara County. Nicely stated elements of fresh apples 
and key limes are joined by a touch of sweeter, tropical fruit in 
its concentrated aromas, and, once in the mouth, this moderately 
full-bodied wine broadens and takes on added dimension with 
creamy oak augmenting its deep and continuous, generously 
fruited flavors. It tips to ripeness without tipping too far and is a 
Chardonnay sure to please those looking for one that plays to 
open richness while still showing the structure to ensure a few 
years of positive growth.  1	 l	 I	 $39.00

** jm CATTLEYA Call to Adventure 2018
Russian River Valley. Much like Cattleya’s Cuvée Number Five 
Chardonnay of the same year, this very solidly structured wine is 
one about promise more that it is instantaneous appeal, yet, given 
a chance to bloom in the glass, it gradually reveals a riveting sense 
of depth and goes well beyond defined fruit which it also has in 
abundance. It may seem a bit delicate at first, and it is a little 
tight-fisted just now, but its impressions of nascent richness are 
a little less nascent with each sniff and sip. Still, this is wine that 
should arguably be avoided by thirsty Chardonnay drinkers in 
search of immediate gratification, and patience is a virtue not to 
be ignored. We strongly urge that it be allowed to rest for a few 
years lest its tremendous potential goes unrealized and would 
not be at all surprised if it continues to fascinate upon reaching 
its tenth anniversary.  O	l	 A	 $72.00
* jl CATTLEYA Cuvée Number Five Sonoma Coast 2018
If a touch less dramatic than its 2017 predecessor, this tight, still-
nascent wine drips with potential from its fresh, rich aromas of 
crisp apples to its nutty, almost toasty/buttery overlays that will 
support the wine as it grows into its majority. It is balanced and 
snappy on the palate, and its lively acidity will remain a significant 
partner over time and ensures that the wine will have plenty of 
life left with three to five years in bottle.  1	 l	 A	 $55.00

* is CENTER OF EFFORT Giallo Solare Edna Valley 2015
Sporting a nice marriage of ripe apples and sweet, hardwoody 
spice on the nose and staying on track once in the mouth, the 
”Giallo Solare” starts out on the palate with a brief suggestion 
of sweetness then veers to elevated acidity and ends on a slightly 
harder tactile note. It is still a bit rigid for a Chardonnay of its 
age, but, even with more cellaring, its bent to structural firmness 
will not appreciably change.  O	l	 I	 $60.00
iq CENTER OF EFFORT Edna Valley 2015
Here is a wine that goes in several directions at once and never 
quite settles on one or the other. It shows a patina of age to its 
sweetly spiced, baked-apple aromas, yet, while its narrow flavors 
briefly convey a bit of “aged” complexity, its first impressions of 
richness are transient as is its essential fruit with elevated acidity 
cutting though its finish making quick work of both. It may be 
tangy, but it goes missing in fruity life and needs drinking before 
further drying out.  1	 l	 D	 $35.00

* is CHATEAU STE. MICHELLE Cold Creek Vineyard 2016
Columbia Valley. Very much geared to ripeness, yet with a fine 
fix on focused fruit and not a Chardonnay that in any way is 
overly soft or ungainly, this moderately full-bodied look at the 
variety is underpinned by good, firming acidity and never once 
drags its feet. While a scant bit of heat does crop up at the finish, 
it is effectively hidden by service with food, and, even when the 
wine is sipped on its own, its ongoing, ripe apple traits make its 
minor coarseness easy to overlook.  3	 l	 I	 $30.00
* is CHATEAU STE. MICHELLE Indian Wells 2017
Columbia Valley. Smelling and tasting of juicy Gala apples with 
a wee touch of citrus and a light oak veneer, this very accessible 
effort is not a wine that will be accused of far-ranging complexity 
but it has well-defined Chardonnay fruit that goes several steps 
further in that regard than its modest price might suggest.
GOOD VALUE  3	 l	 D	 $18.00
* jl CLENDENEN FAMILY Le Bon Climat 2015
Santa Maria Valley. Starting on a very positive note with a nicely 
composed, moderately rich aromatic mix of creamy oak and 
lightly spiced apples and following suit on the palate, this well-
filled offering is substantial and carefully balanced at once, and, 
while fairly weighty and long on ongoing richness, the wine is 
enlivened with fine acidity that wards off so much as a hint of 
heaviness. It is, in its fifth year, showing inviting complexity and 
polish, yet it has the structure to evolve and drink amiably for 
another five and, perhaps, more.  O	l	 I	 $50.00
* is CLOS PEGASE Mitsuko’s Vineyard Carneros 2018
Napa Valley. Smelling and tasting of sweet apples and showing 
a little more richness and depth on the palate than it does in its 
likeable, if slightly subdued aromas, this is a mannerly, medium-
bodied Chardonnay of quiet confidence that earns its spurs for 
cohesiveness and continuity rather than awe-inspiring richness. 
Although it is sure to keep handily for several years thanks to its 
enlivening acidity, its engaging fruity freshness invites drinking in 
the warm months just ahead.  3	 l	 I	 $30.00
* it CLOUDS REST Reserve allure Sonoma Coast 2015
The years have been far kinder to this wine even though it is only 
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one vintage removed from its tiring sibling from 2014, and it still 
conveys an unexpected sense of freshness to its mix of red 
apples, vanilla and crème caramel. It is moderately full-bodied, 
pleasantly rounded in feel and devoid of any angles and edges, 
yet it is not at all soft and boasts fine acid support to its lingering, 
fruit. Though we see no benefit in cellaring it any further, it is not 
teetering on the edge of old age, and it will provide several years 
of pleasurable drinking.  1	 l	 D	 $45.00
ir CLOUDS REST Reserve allure Sonoma Coast 2014
Time has caught up with this Chardonnay and has robbed it of 
any brightness and life it may once have had. A vestige of bruised-
apple fruit might remain, but fruitiness, per se, has given way to 
the toasted-nut aspects of age, and, while it claims a modicum 
of richness and just enough acidity to counter its slide to softness, 
it is destined to dry out if kept and longer and needs tagging as 
a wine to drink up in haste.  1	 l	 D	 $45.00

** jo DARIOUSH Napa Valley 2018
Darioush Chardonnays are never lacking for richness, and the 
latest fits the winery style to a “tee.” Led in the nose by a full 
flush of concentrated, ripe apple fruit with layers of sweet oak, 
baking spice and roasted-grain complexities making for a broad, 
and involving aromatic start, the wine follows up with substantial, 
very continuous flavors that do not miss a beat. Although fairly 
full, it exhibits excellent balance and fruity energy, and, if not a 
Chardonnay likely to be embraced by minimalists who champion 
the idea that less is more, those looking for one that delivers 
richness to spare will not be disappointed. 1	l	 I	 $58.00
iq DRUM ROLL Monet Columbia Valley 2017
This simple, soft-edged, relatively quaffable effort offers up a 
modicum of mildly juicy, loosely pear-like fruit, but, while it is 
clean and commits no sin other than that of not trying very hard, 
its varietal credentials are modest at best, and it is a low-energy 
wine that wants drinking without delay.  O	 C	 D	 $16.00
* is DRY CREEK VINEYARD DCV Block 10 2018
Russian River Valley. A bit shy on initial nosing and a wine that 
is consistently marked by restraint but nonetheless manages to 
deliver a likeable mix of citrus, minerals and lively green apple 
fruit, this firmly balanced bottling is not now nor likely to ever be 
a Chardonnay with a big voice, yet it consistently stays on a clear, 
if quiet, varietal track and is structured to succeed with sundry 
meaty fish entrees.  1	 l	 I	 $34.00
ir DUCKHORN Napa Valley 2017
On the one hand an aromatic and moderately fruity Chardonnay 
that smacks early on of apples and pears with lightly laid-on top 
notes of blossoms and sweet oak, but, on the other, a wine that 
skews later on to slight bitterness and heat starting in mid-palate, 
this uneven effort fails to follow through fully on its likeable 
beginnings and is not likely to change its essential stripes if left 
to age any longer.  3	 l	 D	 $36.00
** jo DuMOL Isobel Charles Heintz Vineyard 2017
Sonoma Coast. Our pick as the best of a very fine bunch from 
DuMol, the 2017 Isobel is also the one that has the most potential 
for cellaring. It is intensely fruity, decked out with lovely, very 

deftly fit oak and graced by notes of sweet, toasted grains, and 
it is charged with plenty of youthful verve. Although it is still a 
touch tight and not quite as expansive at this point in its life as a 
it is certain to be with age, its fruity depth and nascent richness, 
its exemplary balance and its marvelous palatal length tag it as 
top-shelf Chardonnay that is guaranteed to evolve handsomely 
for a half-decade or more.  1	 l	 A	 $65.00
** jn DuMOL Wester Reach Russian River Valley 2017
Here, again, is a Chardonnay that is at once vibrant and long on 
incisive, very deep fruit, and it inclines to detailed sophistication 
from beginning to end with a teasing suggestion of succulence 
along with a nice sense of layered richness. It is a generous wine, 
yet it avoids weighty extravagance and is consistently lively and 
light on its feet, and, while there are more powerful offerings 
from which to choose, it is an exquisite, beautifully crafted wine 
that is sure to benefit from additional age even if it is thoroughly 
appealing now.  3	 l	 I	 $56.00
** jm DuMOL Highland Divide Russian River Valley 2017
A bit fuller in body, a little more upfront with regard to richness 
and not quite as refined just now than either of its two mates, 
this substantial, firmly-balanced Chardonnay stiffens up slightly 
after a teasingly supple entry and is less open in the latter going 
than at the start. Its early impressions of easy accessibility are 
contrasted by its tighter, more-structured finish, but its fruity 
depth and solidity are never in doubt nor are its prospect for 
better with age. It can certainly be enjoyed now, especially with 
richer entrees such as salmon in sauce, but we would not be too 
quick to pull its cork and see increased polish ahead once a few 
years have lapsed.  1	 l	 I	 $50.00
ir DUTTON ESTATE Kyndall’s Reserve 2017
Russian River Valley. Clean and juicy and smelling of ripe red 
apples but showing a bit of tropical, lychee-like sweetness that 
works against keen Chardonnay focus, this full, slightly soft-
edged offering tends to softness in balance that makes it very 
easy to quaff, yet, when all is said and done, its lack of varietal 
acuity costs it unqualified endorsement.  1	 C	 D	 $42.00

** jm DUTTON GOLDFIELD Walker Hill Vineyard 2017
Green Valley of Russian River Valley. Even though it keeps 
heady ripeness in check, this refined, keenly fruited effort conveys 
a good deal of richness, first on the nose and then on the palate, 
and it convincingly makes the point that fruity abundance and 
brightness are in no way antithetical. As is the wont from wines 
of its maker, it is an exceptionally well-balanced look at the grape 
with the vitality to age beautifully despite being wholly satisfying 
and decidedly attractive now, and those who fancy the extra 
detail and nuance that good Chardonnay can show with time 
will want to set it aside for a few years.  1	 l	 I	 $50.00
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* jl DUTTON GOLDFIELD Rued Vineyard 2017
Green Valley of Russian River Valley. Rarely, if ever, do the 
Chardonnays of this maker emphasize ripeness and sweet oak 
to the detriment of keen fruit, and this year’s effort from the 
Rued Vineyard shows off the Dutton Goldfield signature concern 
for fruity precision and balance. It is not a beamy, big impact 
wine, but it is lively in gait and long on pure, lightly blossomy, 
fresh apple fruit graced with a modicum of complementary oak 
that provides a deft touch of extra richness, and, if its enjoyment 
is not conditional on additional age, it is built to last and has the 
energy to drink beautifully for years.  1	 l	 I	 $55.00
* iu EDNA VALLEY VINEYARD Heritage Edna Valley 2016
Winemaker Series. Not the only Chardonnay in Edna Valley 
Vineyard’s “Winemaker Series” portfolio, this one is sourced 
from the estate’s Heritage Block and ranks among the winery’s 
deeper and more involving efforts. It is a fairly mouthfilling wine 
of fine concentration and richness with ample, well-ripened 
apple and peach fruit and a marked sweet oak presence, and, 
while it is not one for restraint, neither does it run to uncontrolled 
excess. It is arguably a bit too much wine for any but the very 
richest seafood dishes and will shine as a partner to savory duck 
and lighter pork recipes.  1	 l	 D	 $40.00
ir EDNA VALLEY VINEYARD Reserve Edna Valley 2016
Displaying a degree of oaky ambition throughout and showing 
scattered notes of dried herbs off to the side of its developed, 
slightly sweet, ripe apple aspects but hinting vaguely at sour 
apples as well, this plushy textured wine claims a fair sense of 
complexity and richness, yet it wants for a bit more fruity authority 
and, lacking the same, never quite comes together in a complete 
and focused whole.  1	 l	 D	 $50.00
ir EDNA VALLEY VINEYARD Fleur de Edna 2017
Winemaker Series. Edna Valley. Although very pale and close 
to colorless in appearance, this lively middleweight musters a nice 
sense of fresh, citrus-tinged fruit on the nose that carries forward 
in its clean and uncomplicated flavors. It trades richness for 
youthful vigor and brightness, and its slightly stiff, mildly 
grapefruity finish tags it as a wine that will benefit from another 
year of softening.  1	 l	 I	 $35.00
iq EDNA VALLEY Central Coast 2017
Very much standing in contrast to its maker’s far livelier “Fleur de 
Edna” bottling, this softly balanced wine shows a slightly sugary 
edge to its clean, but ephemeral fruit and is, withal, a simple, 
straightforward Chardonnay that will fill the bill as an affable, 
near-term quaffer.  3	 C	 D	 $15.00

* iu EFFORT Edna Valley 2017
By Center of Effort. Several months back we were impressed by 
the quality and value afforded by the 2017 Effort Pinot Noir, and 
so, too, are we once again by this very good, modestly priced 
Chardonnay. The wine gets high marks for its fruity persistence, 

its vitality and its careful balance alike, while its neatly integrated 
adjuncts of minerals and subtle oak lend it a little more complexity 
and interest than we would expect at the price. It can easily age 
for a few years by dint of its firm acid spine, but we like it now 
and find it an especially fine foil to meatier, white-fleshed fish.
GOOD VALUE  1	 l	 I	 $24.00
* iu FORT ROSS Fort Ross Vineyard 2017
Fort Ross-Seaview. Brightness, balance and fine fruity energy 
head up this well-made Chardonnay’s list of assets, and, even if 
never a wine that strives for mouthfilling richness and size, it is 
long on varietal confidence and polish with a discreet complement 
of oak and subtle accents of minerals providing quiet complexity. 
It does not demand age and is thoroughly charming right now, 
but it will evolve nicely for several more years by dint of its careful 
crafting and seamless balance.  1	 l	 I	 $44.00

* it FULCRUM Durell Vineyard Sonoma Coast 2018
Redolent of ripe apples and showing a trim of hazelnut sweetness 
both on the nose and again in its well-ripened, similarly apple-
like flavors, this slightly soft-leaning Chardonnay exhibits the 
tactile roundness of full malolactic fermentation, and, if wanting 
a little more brightness and snap to be a candidate for extended 
keeping, it is a tasty, moderately rich effort that drinks nicely now 
and will over the next year or two. O	l	 D	 $49.00
* it GOOSE RIDGE Reserve Columbia Valley 2017
As might well be expected given its “Reserve” designation, this 
bottling shows a bit more richness by way of its noticeable, but 
not overly pushy oak presence, yet its central message is one of 
fairly deep and slightly juicy, well-ripened fruit. It is moderately 
full and a touch soft in balance with an invitingly rounded palatal 
feel, and, although its minor, last-minute coarseness is effectively 
lessened by service with food now, it should become negligible 
with another twelve months of cellaring.  O	l	 I	 $38.00
* is GOOSE RIDGE Columbia Valley 2016
Clean and concise with a bent to fresh apples on the nose and 
showing a careful trim of mildly creamy oak to its ongoing, apple-
like fruit flavors, this rounded, slightly fleshy offering relies more 
on polish and quiet richness than on bombast and big muscles 
and is a nicely contained, medium-full-bodied, Chardonnay that 
has reached tasty maturity.  1	 l	 D	 $28.00
iq GOOSE RIDGE g3 Vineyards Selection 2016
A bit of non-descript fruit is joined by a touch of clovey spice both 
on the nose and in the flavors of this loosely varietal effort, and, 
while the wine is clean, it is also slightly heavy-footed with a trim 
of bitterness showing at the finish and its Chardonnay credentials 
are never persuasive.  1	 l	 D	 $15.00
* is GORDON ESTATE Reserve Columbia Valley 2017
The fairly full and generous aromas and flavors of this fully ripe 
Chardonnay are contrasted by a fair degree of acidy stiffness just 
now, and, if arguably of two minds in that it is directly juicy at 
one moment then taut and tight at the next, it maintains a good 
grasp on fruit all the way to the end. While a tangy match for 
recipes involving cream sauces right now, it looks to become a 
somewhat more versatile mealtime mate with another year of 
relaxing and smoothing.  1	 l	 I	 $24.00
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ir GORDON ESTATE Columbia Valley 2017
A slight stony whiff of minerals sits just to the side of mild, green 
apple fruit in this wine’s very direct, uncomplicated aromas and 
reappears as a quiet background note in its clean, similarly direct, 
quietly varietal flavors. A bit of viscosity affords this one with a 
likeably rounded palatal feel, and, while its flavors are a little 
abrupt, they do stay loosely on the varietal track, and, considering 
the wine’s modest asking price, that is no small achievement.
GOOD VALUE  1	 l	 D	 $14.00
* it GRAVEYARD Reserve Santa Lucia Highlands 2018
Sporting a light, lemon-custard overlay to its well-defined, apple-
like fruit with a trim touch of oaky sweetness rounding things 
out in both aroma and taste, this attractive, young, mid-density 
Chardonnay is agile, slightly rounded in feel and brightened by 
finely fit acidity that gives it a nice bit of bounce. Despite being 
very easy to taste now, it is balanced to keep and will provide 
friendly drinking for several years.  O	l	 D	 $36.00
ir GRAVEYARD Santa Lucia Highlands 2018
Juicy, slightly peachy fruit is the singular theme of this affable, 
very straightforward wine that was fermented in stainless steel, 
and “stainless’’ would serve as an apt descriptor to its direct 
and unadulterated style. It is tasty, reasonably well-balanced stuff 
that drinks as well right now as it ever will, and it will do the trick 
in taking the edge off the summery heat that awaits but a few 
months down the line.  O	 C	 D	 $28.00

* jl GRGICH HILLS Paris Tasting Commemorative 2017
Napa Valley. Well-integrated elements of toast and vanilla are 
neatly fit to juicy, sweet apple fruit in the deep, well-focused 
aromas of this very confident Chardonnay, and the wine is deeper 
yet on the palate with concentrated, moderately intense flavors 
that, while youthfully vigorous, are beginning to tease with a bit 
of complexity. To be sure, this one offers plenty to like now, yet 
there is no need for hurried drinking, and, given the winery’s 
notable track record for making eminently ageworthy white 
wines, we are more than willing to wait for a few years as it 
becomes even more involving with time.  1	 l	 I	 $97.00
* jl GRGICH HILLS Napa Valley 2017
Impressing immediately as a Chardonnay of emphatic richness 
with full-scaled, fairly mouthfilling flavors that fully echo the 
fruity volume and sweet oak themes of its ample aromas, this 
wine plays less to finesse than it does to ongoing affluence, yet, 
its ripeness, fruity sumptuousness and size notwithstanding, it is 
not overdone and surprises by taking a turn to firming acidity at 
the end. It is, in fact, built to reward age, and, while it is hard to 
say that elegance necessarily lies ahead, there is little question 
but that it has the structure and essential stuffing to warrant at 
least a few years in the cellar as Chardonnays from this producer 
are typically wont to do.  3	 l	 I	 $43.00
* is HAGAFEN Oak Knoll District 2018
On the one hand reasonably rich and fairly solidly built, but, on 
the other, slightly fuzzy in focus with a lingering background 
suggestion of charry oak and a vaguely leesy quality working 
against keen fruity clarity, this is a wine of mixed messages that 
winds up a touch coarse yet has the concentration and extract 

to justify keeping and suggest that it will get more fully on track   
a year or two hence. 1	 l	 I	 $30.00
* is HEAD HIGH Sonoma County 2019
Every bit as fresh and lively as its tender age predicts, this squeaky 
clean, medium-bodied youngster trades on fruity buoyancy rather 
than complexity and oaky richness. It is balanced to crispness and 
lighter in gait but exhibits well-defined Chardonnay character 
throughout and, while irrepressibly quaffable right now, has the 
energy to keep nicely if left in the cellar for another year or two.
GOOD VALUE  1	 l	 D	 $22.00
iq INTEGRITY Griva Vineyard Arroyo Seco 2018
Light in intensity and light in fruit with more of a minerally bent 
than varietal veracity, this medium-bodied, high-in-acid bottling 
does have a certain youthful vibrancy on its side. Yet, that energy 
is more owing to the wine’s bracing tartness than to anything else, 
and only fans of the style need apply.  O	l	 I	 $28.00
ir J. CHRISTOPHER Cuvée Lunatique 2018
Willamette Valley. Fresh, green apple fruit stands out as the 
principal player in this lean, crisply finished middleweight, and, 
although the wine falls short when it comes to complexity and 
richness, it is a bright and bracing, clean-as-can-be effort that 
will make a refreshing, palate-cleansing foil to lighter seafoods 
of all sorts.  1	 F	 D	 $24.00
iq J. LOHR Riverstone Arroyo Seco 2018
Mildly peachy with wisps of sweet butter showing in its clean, 
straightforward aromas as well as in its frontal, similarly composed 
flavors, this medium-bodied Chardonnay edges to a touch of 
sweetness on the palate and is a simple, but pleasant and notably 
affordable quaff for unceremonious sipping in the coming year. 
GOOD VALUE  3	 C	 D	 $14.00

* jl JOSEPH PHELPS Freestone Vineyards 2018
Sonoma Coast. The Freestone bottlings from Joseph Phelps are 
typically among the tighter, more-structured Chardonnays when 
very young, and the 2018 version is no exception, yet even though 
fairly restrained just now, the wine offers a clear look at fresh and 
very vibrant, citrus-tinged, green apple fruit with subtle, sweet 
oak and suggestions of minerals forecasting certain complexity 
to come. It is both moderately full and fairly crisp in balance 
without letting acidity become too pronounced, and, if there are 
sure to be those who revel in its zesty piquancy right now, it has 
much more in store for those willing to lay it away and wait for 
another three or four years.  1	 l	 A	 $60.00
* is KING ESTATE Willamette Valley 2018
Smelling of fresh green apples and pears with a light background 
presence of oak and following with crisply balanced flavors that 
very much follow the lead of its aromas, this medium-bodied 
offering is driven by youthful freshness and pulls back a bit as far 
as ripeness and richness are concerned. It is a wine to pour with 
dishes calling for a lighter and lively Chardonnay, and it will make 
a pleasing, palate-cleansing foil to sundry milder seafood recipes 
over the next couple of years.
GOOD VALUE  1	 l	 I	 $22.00
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ir KING ESTATE Kennel Vineyard Willamette Valley 2017
Green apples and a stiff, minerally note take center stage in this 
medium-full-bodied wine. It is clean and crisp with a touch of an 
acidy bite across the palate and into its somewhat angular, quiet 
finish. It is more geared to plates of fresh-shucked bivalves than 
to richer foods and can be expected to hold up well in the bottle. 
Fans of the style should like it.  O	l	 I	 $50.00
* is KOKOMO Peters Vineyard Russian River Valley 2018
This lively middleweight emphasizes freshness above all else, and, 
if not a wine that shows a great deal of complexity, it is a well-
balanced effort that offers up plenty of likeable green apple- and 
pear-like fruit in a balanced, clean-as-can-be package. It is easy 
to sip on its own and will do the trick in washing down lighter 
poultry dishes of all sorts.  1	 l	 D	 $32.00

ir LA HONDA Santa Cruz Mountains 2018
Reasonably well-defined as Chardonnay but a bit passive and shy 
on the freshness and fruity life that one might expect from a wine 
of its age, this one is a bit weightier and more substantial than 
its low-keyed aromas of Asian pears suggests. Even though a 
spot of much-needed acidity jumps up in its finish, it nonetheless 
goes wanting for a little more spring in its step and is best tagged 
for near-term drinking.  O	 C	 D	 $26.00
iq LAPIS LUNA North Coast 2018
Simple, fairly limited and showing the barest hint of oak on the 
nose with a loose grasp on varietal fruit throughout, this mid-
sized offering is a touch sweet and a bit tangy at one and the 
same time. It is far from serious, but it counts liveliness and 
clean lines as assets, and it avoids the kind of candied cheapness 
that more often than not defines Chardonnays of its price.
GOOD VALUE  3	 l	 D	 $13.00

* it LAVA VINE Bella Vista Vineyard Knights Valley 2017
More sotto voce than it is boldly stated and not a Chardonnay 
that is defined by heady ripeness or lavish oak, Lava Vine’s Bella 
Vista bottling is a fragrant and fresh, spotlessly clean working 
with a sure hold on lightly blossomy, ripe pear and apple fruit 
that is accented by a cautious touch of sweet oak. It is neither 
blustery nor overly delicate and, as such, will pair easily with a 
very wide range of foods.  O	l	 D	 $45.00

* is LORING River Quinn Santa Barbara County 2018
Taut and tight on initial nosing with a distinctly lemony bent to 
its lightly oaky aromas and similarly fairly nervy on the palate in 
spite of a quick sensation of sweetness, this close-to-wiry wine 
presently wears its youth on its sleeve. While it makes no iron-clad 
promises that juicy richness will emerge once its angles and edges 
have been tempered by another year’s stay in bottle, it does not 
go wanting for energy and possesses just enough fruit to justify a 
bit of waiting.  O	l	 I	 $29.00

* jl MARIMAR La Masía Don Miguel Vineyard 2018
Russian River Valley. This exceptionally well-composed wine is 
a precise and polished Chardonnay that, while not ranking among 
the bigger and bolder examples around, is nonetheless deep in 
defined fruit and shows a very careful winemaking hand. Nicely 
measured in oak with notes of sweet cream, vanilla and toast 
accompanying its dominant and continuous theme of baked 
apples, it is a wonderfully cohesive rendition that, while balanced 
to age effortlessly for three or four years, has so much immediate 
appeal that waiting is not needed.  1	 l	 I	 $39.00
* is MARIMAR Acero Don Miguel Vineyard 2018
Russian River Valley. “Acero” is Spanish for “steel” and, in this 
case, very accurately denotes a wholly fruit-driven Chardonnay 
that has never spent time in oak. The wine is fresh and irrepressibly 
juicy with crisping acidity for brightness and lift, and, although it 
is so well-balanced that it should stand up with cellaring, its very 
direct, out-in-the-open personality and convivial fruitiness are 
such that we see little reason to wait.  1	 l	 D	 $32.00
* is McCAY Lodi 2014
Showing a bit of development as might be expected of its age, 
this rounded, still-fruity wine frames its direct, fairly continuous, 
ripe red apple aspects with a soft bit of caramelly sweetness. It is 
not at all faded or tiring, yet it is nonetheless a Chardonnay we 
would not hold for much longer, and it will make a tasty 
companion with the likes of a simply roasted chicken over the 
course of the coming year.  O	 C	 D	 $28.00
* is NEELY Home Block Spring Ridge Vineyard 2017
Santa Cruz Mountains. Just like its mates, this is a Chardonnay 
that is far more savory than sweet in tone, and, while not absent 
of fruit, it holds fruit in abeyance and keys instead on obvious 
oak and slightly nutty, roasted grain elements with a suggestion 
of stoniness evident throughout. It is an interesting wine, and it 
is, in its way, undeniably complex, but it wants a little more fruity 
strength to earn higher marks.  O	l	 I	 $52.00
ir NEELY Holly’s Cuvée Spring Ridge Vineyard 2017
Santa Cruz Mountains. Taking a very similar tack as its several 
siblings from the Spring Ridge Vineyard insofar as it underplays 
obvious fruit in favor of oaky spice and a certain stony richness, 
Holly’s Cuvée is a full-bodied take on the variety that distantly 
hints at ripe apples with elements of roasted nuts and toasty pie 
crust to the fore. It presents a brief bit of glyceriny viscosity on 
entry then firms and defaults to dryness with a streak of chalky 
astringency emerging at the finish.  O	l	 I	 $48.00
ir NEELY Bee Block Spring Ridge Vineyard 2017
Santa Cruz Mountains. More than ripe enough but shifting in 
a minerally, almost steely direction as its slightly honeyed apple 
fruit gives way to both acidity and slight underlying stiffness. Oak 
plays a full role here, and, while it adds a fair bit of richness to 
the early going, it also contributes to a slight bitter edge to the 
wine’s aftertaste.  1	 F	 I	 $44.00
ip NEELY Amphitheater Block Spring Ridge Vineyard 2017
Santa Cruz Mountains. Intriguing on the one hand; offputting 
on the other. This wine shows its hand early on with its golden 
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coloration that is darker than young Chardonnay typically gets to 
be. And while there are suggestions of ripe fruit here and there, 
and a distinctly nutty suggestion of complexity, it ultimately dries 
out in the late going and acquires a noticeable sour note as it 
finishes. Was this an attempt to make “orange wine” or just one 
that strayed from the typical path in the winemaking process? It 
is not recommended.  O	 F	 D	 $55.00
* iu OCEANO Spanish Springs Vineyard 2017
San Luis Obispo County. Impressing immediately as a wine of 
good volume even if it is just a bit sedate to start, this well-filled 
Chardonnay builds and builds when given a few moments to 
unfold and delivers lots of ripe apple fruit with a prudent bit of 
sweetening oak enriching its sustained flavors. There is nothing 
in hiding here, yet the wine is solidly structured and has the look 
of one that might well show a little more range and reach if its 
present charms can be resisted.  1	 l	 I	 $38.00
* iu PAPAPIETRO PERRY Peters Vineyard 2018
Russian River Valley. If at first seeming governed by rich and 
readily evident oak, this slightly viscous, full-bodied working soon 
shows plenty of concentrated fruit as a substantive partner, and 
the two come together in a well-meshed, fairly mouthfilling mix. 
The wine presently takes on a wee streak of astringency that 
imparts a firming bit of grip to its lingering, lightly spicy finish and 
suggests that a year’s rest in bottle rather than hurried drinking 
will prove the smarter choice.  O	l	 I	 $54.00

* iu PATLAND Napa Valley 2016
Inclining to ripeness and richness rather than sprightly freshness, 
but an ample Chardonnay that is not at all top heavy or sluggish 
in any way, the 2016 edition from Patland is a solidly structured 
wine that brings together moderately extracted, ripe apple fruit, 
a good bit of creamy oak and suggestions of sweet lemons in a 
rounded, fairly mouthfilling package. Its slight finishing firmness 
noted, it is accessible and ready to drink now with the kind of 
substance and stuffing we look for when comparatively richer 
fare such as salmon or lobster napped in creamy sauces heads 
up the evening’s menu.  1	 l	 D	 $60.00
** jo PAUL HOBBS Ellen Lane Estate 2018
Russian River Valley. Deep and youthful, yet already inviting 
and not at all held back in rich fruit and gorgeous creamy oak on 

the nose, Mr. Hobbs’s Ellen Lane Chardonnay verges on opulence 
without going to extremes. It is as exuberant as it is concentrated 
and far-ranging in character with a great sense of stamina and a 
terrifically sustained finish that refuses to quit, and the only 
problem it poses is that waiting for the three or four years 
needed for it to grow into its very considerable best is likely to 
test the will power of even the most patient collectors of top-
shelf Chardonnays.  1	 l	 I	 $85.00
** jn PAUL HOBBS Russian River Valley 2018
The most immediately gratifying of the Paul Hobbs trio and a 
Chardonnay that fully expresses the depth and generous fruity 
appeal that we have come to expect from its maker, this full, 
slightly viscous, patently mouthfilling effort shows a surprising 
minerally streak amidst its near-lavish, but well-balanced flavors 
of ripe apples, Meyer lemons and oh-so-sweet oak. It will, without 
question, age handsomely for another three to five years, but 
we would be hard-pressed to argue with those who choose to 
pour it now as a partner to decadently rich dishes such as butter-
poached lobster.  3	 l	 I	 $55.00
ir REPLICA Retrofit Carneros 2018
Lightly citrusy, mildly toasty and nominally fruity in scent yet a 
bit short on the kind of freshness anticipated of a Chardonnay 
of its age, the Replica Retrofit is a medium-bodied working that 
is affably rounded in feel with fully ripe flavors that, by dint of 
oak or a bit of residual sugar, inflect to a suggestion of sweetness 
before finishing with a scant touch of heat that will be effectively 
muted by a good chill.  1	 l	 D	 $20.00

** jp RIDGE Estate Monte Bello Estate Vineyard 2018
Santa Cruz Mountains. This involving Chardonnay leads with 
a moderately intense, many-layered nose of apples, citrus, sweet 
oak and roasted grains and follows with concentrated, youthfully 
exuberant flavors that go well beyond simple fruit and reflect the 
far-reaching complexity found in its aromas with an added 
suggestion of lemon curd and hints of minerals finding their ways 
into the mix. Despite that fact that there is a good deal going on 
here, the wine is still very young and it has the structure and 
energy to impress even more if allowed to rest in the cellar for 
another three or four years. It is, quite simply, one of the winery’s 
best Chardonnays in years. 1	 l	 I	 $55.00
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*** jq PAUL HOBBS Edward James Estate 2018
Russian River Valley. Extraordinarily deep fruit is joined with 
elements of crème brûlée, fresh-baked brioche and scattered 
notes of roasted nuts in the expansive, marvelously layered aromas 
of this rich, positively show-stopping Chardonnay, and the wine 
does not disappoint on the palate as it successfully goes for it all. 
While very full and even a touch viscous to start, it displays the 
kind of stamina, structure and sheer fruity depth to encourage at 
least a few years of additional cellaring. As good as its same-
vintage cellarmates may be – and, make no mistake, they are all 
very, very good – we would argue that this one shows off the 
Hobbs hand at its finest, and it earns our vote as the best of a 
deeply satisfying bunch.  O	l	 I	 $85.00
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* it RIVER ROAD Mills Cuvée Russian River Valley 2017
Evocative of peaches with inklings of apricot in both its fairly full, 
oak-augmented aromas and its like-minded flavors, this rich and 
outgoing Chardonnay conveys a little more volume and ripeness 
than its stated 13.8% alcohol might suggest. It is a tad ragged 
at the finish, but its essential fruit lasts and lasts, and, its slight 
lack of refinement noted, it is a tasty, very easy-to-like offering 
that will drink nicely with a juicy roast chicken now and over the 
next year or two.  1	 l	 D	 $30.00
* is RIVER ROAD Reserve Russian River Valley 2018
A deft bit of oaky sweetness joins the direct, fairly generous ripe 
apple fruit in both the aromas and flavors of this rounded, softly 
balanced bottling, and, while never one that makes pretense to 
great complexity, the wine is consistently fruity and convincingly 
varietal in focus. It will not tire in the coming couple of years, but 
it is as good right now as it is ever likely to be, and it is a friendly, 
surprisingly satisfying Chardonnay at the price.
GOOD VALUE  3	 C	 D	 $18.00
* is ROALD Sonoma Coast 2016
Liberal oak contributes a fair bit of richness at every stop in this 
moderately full-bodied offering, but it is backed up by enough 
fruit so as to not wholly steal the scene. Though not dangerously 
on the fade, the wine wants a bit more brightness and bounce 
and is finished with a touch of drying astringency that argues 
that it has gone about as far as it could and should be enjoyed 
sooner than later.  1	 l	 D	 $30.00

** jm ROAR Soberanes Vineyard Santa Lucia Highland 2019
Every bit as rich and well-filled as either of its two cellarmates and 
ever so slightly deeper in very keen, optimally ripened Chardonnay 
fruit, the Soberanes Vineyard bottling is our pick of the very good 
bunch from Roar in 2018. While calling it “elegant” might be a 
little misleading, it is very carefully composed for a wine of its 
considerable substance and size with deftly fit oak, hints of orange 
rind and inklings of stony soil all lending interest and range to its 
continuous theme of sweet apples. It is decidedly showy stuff 
now, but it is built to age effortlessly for a good half-decade or 
more, and a few years of forbearance promise to make a very 
good thing even better.  O	l	 I	 $50.00
* jl ROAR Sierra Mar Vineyard Santa Lucia Highlands 2018
Here, again, is a relatively full and substantial Chardonnay whose 
fruity credentials are never in doubt, and, like both of its mates, 
it takes on added richness from a liberal appointment of creamy 
oak sweetness. It is, by a small margin, the ripest seeming of the 
Roar trio, but it never tips to excess even if it shows a slight rise 
in heat at the finish. While richness, rather than finesse, is its 
larger concern at the moment, it offers tantalizing glimmers of 
complexity to come with the structured solidity to reward several 
more years of cellaring.  O	l	 I	 $50.00

* iu ROAR Rosella’s Vineyard Santa Lucia Highlands 2018
Ripeness figures prominently in this generous effort, and the wine 
offers up a good deal of richness and palatal weight with lots of 
sweet oak working in tandem with its ample, mineral-tinged, 
apple-like fruit. It presently tends to a bit of coarseness with a 
scant streak of heat peeking through in the latter going without 
compromising its fruity richness, and a year or two of additional 
bottle age should help smooth off its slightly ragged edges, as 
will service with appropriately full-flavored foods should one opt 
for drinking early on.  O	l	 I	 $50.00
* it ROBERT HALL Cavern Select Paso Robles 2018
Combining plenty of ripe apple fruit with a judicious measure of 
sweet, slightly creamy oak and subtle notes of roasted grains on 
the nose, this inviting, very accessible young Chardonnay favors 
fruity succulence on the palate and its scant suggestions of juicy 
sweetness are tempered by just the right degree of brightening 
acidity. Wholly satisfying now, it will pair nicely with a classic 
roast chicken tonight, but it is balanced to ensure several years 
of tasty drinking.  O	 C	 D	 $32.00
* is RODNEY STRONG Chalk Hill 2017
If not a Chardonnay dripping with ambition, Rodney Strong’s 
basic Chalk Hill bottling hits the mark smartly when it comes to 
very likeable, well-defined varietal fruit and, for good measure, it 
tosses in a pretty bit of sweet, mildly caramelly oak for a slight 
boost in richness. It will leave no one swooning at its breathtaking 
complexity, but it is a continuously fruity, very well-conceived, 
sensibly priced wine whose wide distribution ensures that it will 
be as easy to find as it is easy to like.
GOOD VALUE  3	 l	 D	 $22.00

** jm RUSACK Mt. Carmel Vineyard Sta. Rita Hills 2017
Here is a deep and very concise working that displays great fruity 
concentration as well as a serious sense of layered complexity 
and seamless integration of its many parts. While a substantial, 
fairly full-bodied example, it is wonderfully agile and uncannily 
light on its feet for one of its substance and size with an insistent, 
very long-lasting finish and shows a good deal of winemaking 
finesse. Albeit delicious and involving right now, it is balanced to 
grow and keep for no fewer than four or five years, and it finds 
a place at the head of Rusack’s handsome, high-achieving lot of 
2017 Chardonnays.  O	l	 I	 $55.00
* jl RUSACK Bien Nacido Vineyard 2017
Santa Maria Valley. Fully ripe, but sporting an exuberant sense 
of youthful freshness, this very well-composed bottling strikes an 
especially fine balance between fruity richness and spry acidity 
with a nicely moderated trim of sympathetic, slightly caramelly 
oak always in view. It is a wine that is sure to age effortlessly for 
several years, yet its agility and its keen integration make it one 
that is immensely appealing right now.  1	 l	 I	 $40.00
* iu RUSACK Santa Barbara County 2017
It may not carry the name of a specific vineyard or come at an 
imposing cost, but Rusack’s Santa Barbara County Chardonnay 
is a very good, well-filled wine whose ample fruit is enriched by 
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temperate oak, and it delivers a great deal to like at the price. It 
is full, slightly oily in feel on entry with balanced acidity coming 
on to provide welcome firmness. Service with food in the short 
term will assuage its minor finishing coarseness, but we would 
gladly wait for the increased tactile polish that is certain to come 
with an extra year’s rest in the cellar.
GOOD VALUE  1	 l	 I	 $30.00
* it RUSACK Santa Catalina Island Vineyards 2017
California. Located roughly 30 miles southwest of Long Beach 
in Southern California, Santa Catalina Island is hardly the first 
place that comes to mind when the discussion turns to fine wine-
growing sites, yet the Channel Island archipelago of which it is a 
part has a history of vitis vinifera cultivation going back for more 
than a hundred years that inspired Rusack to plant a small estate 
vineyard that includes Chardonnay. This characterful wine sports 
lots of tropical, slightly pineapple-like fruit underlain by distinctive 
notes of minerals and chalk, and, while slightly rounded on entry 
and briefly hinting at sweetness, it very palpably tightens up as it 
goes and finishes with more than enough firming acidity to 
argue for a few more years of age.  O	l	 I	 $60.00
* iu SAINTSBURY Sangiacomo Green Acres Carneros 2018
Catarina Clone 4. A limited, single-clone expression sourced 
from the Sangiacomo Green Acres vineyard, this relatively rounded 
Chardonnay keys on juicy, red apple fruit with a soft touch of 
sweet oak and a delicate suggestion of lees. It displays good fruity 
volume and balance in an accessible, easy-to-like style, and, even 
though it is very young and capable of aging for several years, its 
polished, very mannerly demeanor invites drinking without need 
of further age.  O	l	 I	 $58.00

* iu SAINTSBURY Sangiacomo Green Acres Carneros 2018
Introduced by a quick whiff of sweet butter on the nose, but 
quickly settling on fresh Gala apples as its major theme, this is 
the slightly fuller, marginally more weighty of the two Saintsbury 
Sangiacomo Green Acres Chardonnays. It is also more firmly 
structured and given to a touch of chalky finishing coarseness 
that speaks to its extreme youth, and it should prove to be the 
more ageworthy of the pair. Set it aside for another year or two 
or three, and choose the Catarina’s Clone 4 version for drinking 
in the near term.  O	l	 I	 $54.00
* it SAINSTBURY Sangiacomo Vineyards 2018
Nicely ripened and showing fine fruity focus with an attractive, 
very well-integrated, vanilla oak presence in tactful support to 
its insistent apple-like fruit, this is an exacting Chardonnay that 
does not try for the fences but is a medium-full-bodied, carefully 
crafted wine of measured richness. It is a complete and thoroughly 
likeable wine that is enjoyable now while promising to gain in 
polish and extend its reach if carefully cellared for another two 
or three years.  3	 l	 I	 $30.00
iq SAWYER LINDQUIST Spanish Springs Vineyard 2017
Edna Valley. A lighter Chardonnay that shies away from overt 
ripeness and one that is decidedly sparing in fruity richness, this 
one smacks mildly of green apples, citrus and stones, but, from 
front to back, it is a wine whose minimalist persuasion is hard to 

miss, and it will be seen as too sparing for those looking for one 
of a richer bent.  O	l	 D	 $28.00
ir SAY WHEN Sōnā Vino Shokrian Vineyard 2018
Santa Barbara County. There is a fair sense of richness at work 
here with gentle notes of oak and lees sitting off to the side of 
this one’s ripe apple- and melon-like fruit, and, while the wine is 
arguably a touch soft in balance and wanting for a little more 
brightness and bounce to be a candidate for cellaring, its open 
manner and lack of angles or edges make for easy drinking now 
and in the year ahead.  O	l	 D	 $35.00

* jl SEAFALL Sonoma Coast 2017
By Fringe Collective. Its handsomely balanced mix of ripe apples, 
rich notes of honey, traces of minerality and palatal acidity lift 
this wine convincingly into the recommended ranks. Aromatically 
inviting from the outset and round yet firm on the palate, it has 
begun to take on a nice sense of complexity that is certain to be 
elaborated over the next year or three and has plenty of room to 
grow. It would be quite happily at home with cracked Dungeness 
crab but might be even better alongside something richer like 
Lobster Newburg.  O	l	 I	 $50.00
* is SEA SLOPES Sonoma Coast 2017
By Fort Ross Winery. Direct, slightly juicy apple- and pear-like 
fruit sits at the heart of this affable, easy-to-access offering, and, 
while not a wine that comes with a great deal of complexity, it 
makes up in persistent fruitiness for what it lacks in layering and 
fancy extras. It is just firm enough in balance to serve amicably 
with food but drinks nicely on its own all the same, and its open, 
easy manner argues for drinking over the course of the next year 
or two.  3	 l	 D	 $30.00
* iu SMALL VINES TBH Vineyard Sonoma Coast 2017
Backing away from flamboyance yet a Chardonnay that claims a 
considerable amount of quiet richness and range all the same, 
this carefully constructed offering possesses good palatal weight 
yet is very well-balanced and far from ponderous in character. It 
is a fairly spry wine of discreet tailoring that is guaranteed to age 
with grace, and its hard-to-miss gleanings of complexity to come 
provide a compelling incentive to hold off pulling its cork for a 
couple more years.  1	 l	 I	 $72.00
* it SMALL VINES Sonoma Coast 2017
There is nothing at all flashy about this very clean, crisply balanced, 
no frills Chardonnay, yet it goes directly to the varietal point and 
features plenty of lively, very fresh, apple-like fruit while holding 
oak to a bare minimum. While it will definitely hold up with age 
and might even muster a bit of complexity in time, it will make 
an appealing, palate-cleaning companion to milder fin fish and 
shellfish dishes tonight.  1	 l	 I	 $55.00
* it STOLO Hillside Reserve San Luis Obispo County 2017
The initial light and fresh notes that greet the nose show half of 
what this wine has to offer. The other half is a crisp, medium-
bodied palatal impression that intentionally plays away from the 
bigger style that dominates California Chardonnay. Lower alcohol 
and higher acidity combined with Pippin apple energy allow this 
one to appeal to fans of the style, and while it may not be right for 
every palate, it surely will please many. O	l	 I	 $42.00
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  * it STOLO San Luis Obispo County 2017
A bit rounder overall, but still delivering plenty of bright acidity 
along the way, this moderately juicy wine does start out with a 
fuller body than its mate and more immediacy in its flavors, but, 
like the wine above, it runs to and is very much beholden to its 
tart, energetic latter-palate notes.  1	 l	 I	 $30.00
iq STONE CAP Columbia Valley 2016
By Goose Ridge. While we admit to having low expectations for 
a Chardonnay that checks in at $10.00, we are happily surprised 
that this one does, in fact, convey a bit of clean, fruity freshness 
and quiet varietal identity. It is a smaller-scaled example and is 
certainly limited in reach, but it rises above the sugary, generic 
simplicity and tastes nowhere as cheap as it is.
GOOD VALUE  3	 l	 D	 $10.00

* jl THE VINEYARD HOUSE Oakville 2017
Here is a well-composed Chardonnay that successfully aims for 
precision rather than bombast, and it strikes a happy median 
between its leaner, high-acid cousins and those that tend to 
hedonistic extravagance. It is moderately full-bodied and firmly 
balanced with a bent to refinement throughout, and, while 
never flashy, its shows great staying power, impressive palatal 
length and the certain promise of aging gracefully for another 
three or four years.  O	l	 I	 $75.00
** jo THREE STICKS One Sky Sonoma Mountain 2018
While suggesting a good degree of fruity substance on the nose, 
this one is a little slow to open, but, as it does, its shows a marked 
minerally streak to its themes of Asian pears and subtle oak. It 
ups the ante in evident richness just a bit on the palate and strikes 
an appealing tactile balance between slight silkiness and structural 
firmness while showing nary a hint of extraneous fat. It is a young, 
but complete and quietly complex wine that will clearly benefit 
from age, and, if never one that puts richness or heady ripeness 
first, it has an elegant bent that is sure to become increasingly 
apparent with a few years of age.  1	 l	 A	 $55.00

** jn THREE STICKS Alana Vineyard 2017
Russian River Valley. Here, again, is a Three Sticks Chardonnay 
whose energy is hard to miss, and, if a little lesser in terms of 
obvious breadth and flashy oak richness, this one earns very high 
marks for its fruity vitality and depth. It offer glimpses of sweet, 
slightly vanillin oak in league with its compact, lemon-tinged, 
fresh apple fruit, and, while guaranteed to please as a partner to 
flavorful entrées of salmon here and now, it will steadily gain in 
complexity as it unwinds over the course of the coming three or 
four years.  O	l	 I	 $75.00
** jm THREE STICKS Origin Sonoma Coast 2018
Fermented and aged in concrete “eggs” and stainless steel, the 
2018 Three Sticks’s Origin follows suit with previous editions in 
its brightness and its fruity agility. It is just shy of full with regard 
to body and overall weight and is enlivened by lots of evident, 
very brisk acidity that accentuates its slight minerally turn in the 
finish. Rather than a wine that strives for sweeping richness and 
layered complexity, it is one that scores high for its pristine, very 
pure fruit, and its singular vibrancy promises to hold it in good 
stead for many years.  1	 l	 I	 $55.00
* jl THREE STICKS Durell Vineyard Sonoma Coast 2017
Whether by dint of vintage or design, the 2017 Durell Vineyard 
Chardonnay is on the slightly sparing side with respect to richness 
and reach. It is bright, very carefully oaked and shows a slight, 
somewhat minerally bias, and it counts good energy as a plus, 
and, if a very good wine, it remains to be seen, that with further 
time on the cork, it might find the fruity amplitude required to 
claim full two-star recommendation. 1	 l	 I	 $55.00

* iu TRUCHARD Carneros Napa Valley 2018
There is plenty to like here in this balanced, medium-rich Chard.
It is nicely fruity in a quietly complete way in its aromas and makes 
good use of gentle oak in support. Medium-full to full in body 
and more than adequately lifted by its complementary acidity, 
this one simply makes for comfortable drinking and it earns its 
value recommendation for both its ease of access and its pleasing 
consistency from front to lingering, mid-depth finish.
GOOD VALUE  3	 l	 I	 $33.00
iq VINA ROBLES Mistral Vineyard Monterey 2018
Clean and reasonably fresh but always a bit simple and stinting 
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*** jq THREE STICKS Gap’s Crown Vineyard 2018
By any and all measures, this is an exciting Chardonnay that is as 
vibrant as it is wonderfully deep in precise, optimally ripened, 
varietal fruit, and, despite the fact that it is yet marked by a bit 
of youthful restraint, its certain promise of developing complexity 
is indelible. It is a wine of great volume, and it is hard to imagine 
that it could be any better balanced than it is. While there are 
many tasty Chardonnays that are sure to age well, there are also a 
definitively collectable few such as this that, in no uncertain 
terms, beg for time in the cellar. This one’s future is so very bright 
that we cannot urge for upwards of a half-decade of patience 
strongly enough. It is that good.  1	 l	 A	 $55.00



  
on richness, this smaller-scaled offering hesitantly hints here and 
there at minerals and green apples, but its never-quite-successful 
struggle to find convincing fruit leaves it exposed to a little too 
much bitterness at the finish.  1	 l	 D	 $23.00

* jl V. SATTUI Los Carneros Napa Valley 2018
Even with its higher alcohol level than most of its mates, this one 
manages to retain a nice center of fruit-driven energy to go with 
the noticeable fullness to its texture. It also is both a little more 
open than its Napa mates even while it seemingly has a greater 
amount of growth ahead of it. It is the kind of wine that needs 
pairing with richer seafoods like crab cakes served in the company 
of a sherry cream sauce.  1	 l	 I	 $45.00
* iu V. SATTUI Collina d’Oro Russian River Valley 2018
Smelling of crisp and fresh Pippin apples with touch of green pear 
for good measure, this wine is both the most lively of the Sattui 
bunch and the one with the longest aging curve. Its early energy 
would make it a fine choice for white-fleshed fishes in simple 
sauces, yet it should gain the range and rounding over time that 
will invite it to pair with more complex dishes. A wait of two to 
three years would not be out of order. 1	 l	 I	 $48.00
* is V. SATTUI Napa Valley 2018
With its mid-volume focus on ripe apples with a quiet oaky bit of 
support, this is a direct, open wine that is already on the round, 
inviting side and asks for very little further cellaring. Its fullness 
allows it to partner with roast chickens in pan-gravy or perhaps 
baked halibut in a light sauce.  1	 C	 D	 $37.00
ir V. SATTUI Carsi Vineyard 2018
Unusual for a Sattui Chardonnay in that its ripeness is not met 
by a full complement of fruit, this fairly full-bodied effort comes 
with the weight and inner richness to serve as a useful mate to 
baked chicken and straightforward foods of that ilk. It is not likely 
to want anything more dramatic than that and tapers into slight 
dryness at the finish.  1	 C	 D	 $42.00

* jl WILLIAMS SELYEM Heintz Vineyard 2018
Russian River Valley. Nicely ripened and solidly fruity with a 
good fix on fresh apple fruit and enriched by a judicious dollop 
of sweet oak, this medium-full-bodied, well-structured offering 
conveys a fine sense of concentration and depth even if still on 
the youthfully tight side. It has the right pieces in place to reward 
a few years of additional age, and we would opt to set it aside 
while enjoying its cellarmate from the Olivet Lane vineyard in the 
shorter term.  1	 l	 I	 $65.00
* it WILLIAMS SELYEM Olivet Lane Vineyard 2018
Russian River Valley. Standing in contrast to the winery’s Heintz 
Vineyard Chardonnay, this one inclines more to ripeness and is a 
fuller, more rounded, slightly viscous rendition that shows a little 

more fruity succulence and richness. It places the accent on 
sweet apples and pears with a trim bit of oak further sweetening 
the mix and is a somewhat extroverted wine whose juicy, 
up-front appeals suggest that the best time for drinking is over 
the next two to three years.  1	 l	 D	 $65.00
* is WILLIAMS SELYEM Lewis MacGregor Estate Vyd. 2017
Russian River Valley. Loosely suggestive of baked apples and 
filled out by a bit of evident, but not overwhelming oak, this full-
bodied offering tips the scales to ripeness, and, although fairly 
mouthfilling and agreeably balanced, it gets a tad coarse in the 
late going and ends with just enough back-palate heat to warn 
off pouring with more-delicate dishes and pair instead with 
comparatively richer, full-flavored fare.  1	 l	 I	 $65.00
ir WILLIAMS SELYEM Unoaked Russian River Valley 2018
With a mildly blossomy nose that flirts distantly with passing notes 
of roasted grains, the 2018 Willams Selyem Unoaked Chardonnay 
is a clean, but fairly limited wine that speaks to essential fruit in 
a fairly hushed voice. It is made in a leaner, slightly crisp style that 
will pair best with lighter foods, and, even though it should easily 
keep for a few years, we would opt to drink it soon while its 
youthful freshness holds sway.  1	 l	 D	 $39.00
* it WILLOWBROOK Napa Valley 2018
Sweet and juicy with a fairly full-volume nose that smacks equally 
of fresh apples and slightly tropical fruit, this moderately full-
bodied offering is slightly coating and creamy in feel with a nice 
complement of well-integrated oak and a bit of mildly citrusy 
acid lending structure and brightness. It is firmly balanced without 
seemingly at all tight or constrained, and, though quite enjoyable 
at the moment, it promises to unfold further and show a little 
more reach once another year or two have passed.
GOOD VALUE  1	 l	 I	 $24.00

* iu WRATH Boekenoogen Vineyard 2017
Santa Lucia Highlands. With its added touches of richness and 
full, almost honeyed texture, this wine reaches for the stars and, 
if not quite getting there, does a fine job of showing both depth 
and potential. Its blend of ripe apples, supportive oak and palatal 
presence mark it as one for the richer fishes or for use as an easy 
accompaniment to roasted chicken with creamy or savory sauces 
now or in the next few years.  O	 C	 I	 $49.00
* is WRATH Fermata Monterey 2017
Working in a different direction from its mate above, this bottling 
is intentionally firmer and brighter on the one hand but also less 
rich and dramatic on the other. Its fresh, pear-apple fruitiness and 
lively acidity add to this wine’s immediate appeal, and we would 
suggest using it alongside lighter meals like broiled chicken breasts 
or pan-grilled sole.  1	 F	 D	 $35.00
* is WRATH EX Unoaked Monterey 2018
Even if wholly free of any barrel influence, this juicy, very easy-
to-access, medium-bodied, unoaked offering shows a little more 
richness and concentration than is typically found in wines of its 
genre, and, if a not a Chardonnay that trades on complexity, it 
earns easy endorsement for its insistent, distinctly apple-like fruit, 
its fine acid balance and its user-friendly price.
GOOD VALUE  1	 l	 D	 $19.00
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* jl BLACKBIRD Paramour Napa Valley 2017
56% Cabernet Franc; 41% Cabernet Sauvignon; 3% Merlot. 
The herbal, forest-floor qualities of Cabernet Franc, while present, 
are held to a happy minimum here, and, rather than taking a 
central role, they serve in tandem with a bit of rich, lightly laid-on 
oak as complexing accents to the deep, nicely concentrated, 
dark berry- and currant-like fruit that is the wine’s major focus. If 
slightly supple in feel to start, this one defaults at the finish to 
hard-to-ignore tannin, yet it is not hurtfully tough as much as it 
is simply very young, and, it has the fruity depth and reserve to 
ensure that the half-dozen years of cellaring for which it calls will 
not go unrewarded.  1	 B	 A	 $135.00

** jm CORNERSTONE Oakville Station Oakville 2016
Well-ripened, deeply fruited and fairly sophisticated all at once 
the 2016 Cornerstone Cabernet Franc is a rich and wonderfully 
supple effort that evokes a sense of polish not always evident in 
the variety. Its very fine-grained tannins provide it with ageworthy 
structure without ruling out early drinking if one should choose, 
and throughout its length, its lovely mix of currants, berries and 
perfectly placed oak comes through with great confidence, and, 
if we would argue for a bit of cellaring, we certainly would not 
refuse a glass or two tonight if the meal features juicy cuts of 
beef or a medium-rare rack of lamb. It may be better later, but it 
is very good now.  O	 B	 I	 $110.00

* iu DARIOUSH Napa Valley 2016
12% Merlot; 11% Cabernet Sauvignon; 2% Petit Verdot. Mildly 
herbal and moderately fruity with a good fix on sweet berries 
and creamy oak, the latest from Darioush shows the ripeness 
and fleshy richness that we have come to anticipate from this 
label. Even though noticeably tannic and a tad rigid in the latter 

going, it is not ruthlessly astringent, and the tougher aspects of 
Cabernet Franc, if not absent, do not get out of hand. Those with 
a fair tolerance for tannin will find it a useful foil to heartier, red-
meat dishes with but a brief wait, but, given a choice, we would 
opt for upwards of a half-decade of smoothing before drinking 
it with the same.  1	 B	 A	 $76.00
* is EHLERS St. Helena 2017
Slightly subdued blueberry-like fruit plays against mildly creamy 
oak and varietally typical, dried brush in the nose and again in 
the mid-density flavors of this offering, and, if never a forceful 
presence, its nicely sustained fruit outpaces the dialed-down 
astringency that appears at the finish. There is less toughness at 
work here than there is in many Cabernet Francs, and, while this 
one may still be a bit too tannic for easy drinking right now, its 
comparatively minor finishing astringency speaks to the need for 
but a few years of age.  1	 B	 A	 $65.00
* iu GOOSECROSS State Lane Vineyard Napa Valley 2016
Introduced by fairly pretty nose of slightly juicy, sweet berry fruit 
and showing both a bit of creamy oak and mildly floral note of 
violets, this medium-full-bodied look at Cabernet Franc tends to 
suppleness early on then tightens without giving itself over to 
the liability of unbridled tannins. It wants a bit of time to spread 
its wings, but its steady focus and length bode well for the future, 
and, if not in need of long-term cellaring to arrive at its best, its 
youthful firmness is the marker of a wine that is best set aside for 
at least few years all the same.  O	 B	 A	 $80.00

* jl HELIOS Sunbasket Vineyard St. Helena 2017
By Corison. Followers and fans of winemaker Cathy Corison will 
be quick to recognize the gentle, very careful winemaking hand 
here, and, if the wine may not thrill those who believe that bigger 
is better, it is as thoroughly interesting as it is graceful and well-
mannered. Nothing about it roars from the glass, but upon second 
and third sniff and sip, it reveals more and more. It is young, but 
it is refined from front back, and it is remarkably long lasting with 
the energy of a wine that will age and age and is certain to gain 
further refinement as it does.  O	 B	 I	 $100.00
* iu HOWELL MOUNTAIN VYDS. Howell Mountain 2016
Wines sourced from Howell Mountain are more often than not of 
a sturdier sort, and, when they are made from what is inherently 
a fairly tannic variety such as Cabernet Franc, they can be a bit 
sturdier yet, and, while this moderately deep, well-ripened effort is 
definitely so inclined, it has plenty of fruity flesh on its ample 
bones. It is undeniably a little gruff now, but it does not tip to 

Not too many years back, the name “Cabernet Franc” on a local label more likely than not 
meant that the wine inside was dark, dense and tannic with little chance of showing the 
kind of detail, refinement and polished richness that it does in its home in the Right Bank 

of Bordeaux. However, as we have commented over the last couple of years, there is a palpable change to the good in Cabernet Franc’s fortunes 
hereabouts, and, while we do not see it ever threatening to nudge Cabernet Sauvignon from its kingly throne in California, it is, in fact, proving 
to possess a far nobler pedigree these days and is responsible for a small, yet growing contingent of very serious, eminently ageworthy wines 
that should not be ignored by the discerning collector.  
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irremedial toughness, and the dividends to be paid by four to six 
years of patience are worth the wait.  O	 B	 A	 $120.00

* iu J. LOHR Cuvée St. E. Paso Robles 2016
53% Cabernet Franc; 41% Cabernet Sauvignon; 3% Merlot; 
2% Malbec; 1% Petit Verdot. J. Lohr’s latest homage to the 
wines of Saint-Emilion is a weighty, well-filled offering that makes 
no attempt to hide the ripeness borne of California’s sunnier 
climes, and it keys on sweetly oaked dark plums and berries with 
muted notes of dusty soil and dried herbs peeking out quietly 
here and there. Although a bit of back-palate tannin and heat 
conspire to challenge its insistent fruit, both will gradually become 
of less consequence with age. Three to five years in the cellar 
should see it through to top form.  1	 B	 A	 $60.00
* is LANG & REED North Coast 2016
A bit riper and more tannic than the usually offering from Lang 
& Reed and a wine that is fruity and yet shades to a bit of the wet-
leaf the vegetation to which Cabernet Franc often tends, this one 
is, at this point, moderately full, fairly firm and just a little ragged 
with a slight tannic rise at the finish. It does not ask for a lengthy 
stay in the cellar, and its slight coarseness will be mitigated by 
service with food, but even a year or two more of time in the 
bottle will make for a more polite wine.  1	 B	 I	 $27.00
* is McCAY Lodi 2016
A bit of a departure from most Cabernet Francs, especially for 
one of its age, McCay’s is an open, more modestly tannic version 
whose rounder style and likeable theme of vanilla-tinged, ripe 
berry fruit invites pouring in the relative near term. It may not be 
all that informative in the ways of its variety, but it is a very tasty, 
well-made wine all the same, and it is not so soft that it 
mandates hurried drinking.  O	 B	 I	 $40.00
* is PECH MERLE -Bar-T Ranch Alexander Valley 2016
Fairly dense, fully ripe and solidly built with a bit of its variety’s 
brushy spice continuously in play, this full-bodied working smells 
and tastes of dried plums and dark berries while showing a touch 
or two of mocha and dark chocolate that set it on a path all its 
own. Its obvious tannins want some tempering, but three to five 
years of aging should see to that.  O	 B	 A	 $55.00

* iu SHADYBROOK V Red Wine Coombsville 2015
52% Cabernet Franc; 27% Merlot; 12% Cabernet Sauvignon; 
6% Petit Verdot; 3% Malbec. Comprised of all five of the classic 
Bordeaux red varieties and decked out with a good deal of slightly 
creamy oak, this ample, big-bodied wine waffles between ripe-
leaning richness and chalky, slightly sinewy astringency but, in 
the end, its fairly deep fruit prevails. Three or four more years of 
age is a must, and the smarter choice yet is to let it rest in a quiet 

corner of the cellar for five or six before serving it as a companion 
to a rare Porterhouse steak.  O	 B	 A	 $95.00

* is SILVERADO Mt. George Vineyard Coombsville 2017
Although a quick glance at its label’s stated 15% alcohol leads 
to expectation that ripeness will lead the way, this one does a 
very good job at buffering what proves to be minor heat with 
plenty of red berry fruit, and it maintains very good fruity focus 
throughout. Its nominal tannins are less than abrasive but still 
warrant at least three or four years of smoothing, and the wine 
has the pieces in place to, when well-cellared, justify even a few 
more after that.  1	 B	 A	 $55.00
* it SPICY VINES Pine Mountain-Cloverdale Peak 2017
Showing a pronounced, tell-tale overlay of dried twigs and brush 
that puts it squarely on the Cabernet Franc track but with plenty 
of ripe, black cherry and raspberry fruit that is its main focus, this 
solid, well-extracted wine buffers its obvious, slightly drying 
tannins with a good deal of fruity richness, and it does not let 
out-of-bounds astringency define it even if it is a fairly burly, 
moderately tough rendition that demands a good half-decade of 
age before drinking.  O	 B	 A	 $75.00
iq TAMARACK Columbia Valley 2017
Brushy it is and thereby laying claim to a degree of varietal identity, 
but a touch earthy as well, and not at all convincing in fruit, this 
ripe yet slightly hollow, glycerin-softened bottling smacks briefly 
of sweetness on entry, but the only things about it that do not 
summarily fade away are its earthiness, its brown-leaf qualities 
and its intrusive heat.  1	 B	 I	 $30.00

** jn THE VINEYARD HOUSE Block 5 Oakville 2015
Crabb’s Black Burgundy. Albeit rather expensive as Cabernet 
Francs go, this one lays claim to being one of the very best, and, 
from start to finish, it exhibits a lovely marriage of ripe berries 
and sweet oak and does so with a rarely equaled sense of polish. 
It is both rich and refined, so much so, in fact, that it is surprisingly 
attractive right now, but do not be misled by its present beauty 
and consume it too soon, for it is an eminently cellar-worthy 
wine that will age effortlessly for a decade or more and become 
ever more thought-provoking as is does.  O	 B	 A	 $150.00
ir URBAN PRESS Moscherato Capay Valley 2016
Hailing from the Capay Valley in the northwest of Yolo County, 
the wine conveys all of the ripeness that its warmer provenance 
predicts, but, in doing so, it gets waylaid by coarsening heat as it 
crosses the palate and gradually lets go of the dark, mocha-tinged, 
vaguely blackberry-like fruit that, at least aromatically, affords it 
a fairly promising start.  O	 B	 D	 $19.50
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* iu BODYGUARD Paso Robles 2017
By Daou. 60% Petit Verdot; 40% Petite Sirah. This pairing of 
two varieties both noted for their density, fruity muscle and tannin 
is, indeed, a big and substantial wine, yet it shows a surprising, 
altogether unexpected sense of winemaking polish for one of its 
considerable substance and heft. Its sweetly oaked, cola-tinged 
nose of dark cherries and berries is met in kind by its very full, 
mouthfilling flavors, and, while there is nothing in the least dainty 
or delicate about it, it keeps the accent on fruit and its tannins 
within very acceptable bounds. It is the kind of wine that wants 
drinking with meats on the bone.  3	 B	 I	 $36.00
* jl BOESCHEN Napa Valley 2017
If far from a “light” wine, this well-made offering from Boeschen 
stands apart from the denser, more tannic norm of Petit Verdot 
and is a deep and insistently fruity example that emphasizes 
polished richness more than extract and sheer mass. It is rife with 
ripe berries with a nice appointment of sweet oak and scattered 
touches of milk chocolate running its length, and its fine-grained 
tannins firm without toughening. It can, in fact, be enjoyed early 
on with well-marbled cuts of beef, but there is no question but 
that it will be better with further age, and we would allow it at 
least a few more years of bottle time in which to grow into its 
integrated, finely knit best.  O	 B	 I	 $110.00
* jl EHLERS St. Helena 2017
Very distinct boysenberry fruit is the ascendant message from the 
very start here, and it is teamed with a judicious presence of 
sweet and supportive oak that makes for a rich and very well-
integrated whole. The wine is full, slightly rounded and a touch 
plump on the palate without the tannic severity that so often 
marks Petit Verdot, but it is, all the same, a carefully balanced 
offering with the structure and fruity buoyancy to age very well, 
and even a few more years of cellaring will make what is a very 
good wine even better.  O	 B	 A	 $65.00
ir GRGICH HILLS Miljenko’s Selection Yountville 2016
14% Cabernet Sauvignon. A wine that suggests promise as well 
as questions, this full, fairly astringent, tannin-framed working 
holds evident fruit in abeyance. It steers, at least for now, to 
savory spice and dried herbs with light notes of earth and leather 
peeking out here and there, all of which combine to impart a 
degree of complexity. That said, there is simply not quite enough 
fruit showing to fully convince that it will become a complete 
wine once given the five-plus years of cellaring that its ageworthy 
structure demands.  1	 B	 A	 $65.00
* it HOWELL MOUNTAIN VYDS. Howell Mountain 2016
It is no secret that Petit Verdot can be fairly tough, and this one 
serves as a ready reminder of that fact, but, in this case, the wine 
counts enough well-ripened fruity stuffing on the positive side 
of its ledger sheet to raise optimism that, with time, it will grow 
out of its present tannic rusticity. Hurried drinking is ill-advised 
here, and, even if gentility is unlikely to ever be one of its virtues, 
it will be an interesting and far friendlier wine if left undisturbed 
in the cellar for another five or six years. O	 B	 A	 $85.00
ip LINE 39 Excursion California 2016
This blend of Petit Verdot, Petite Sirah, Zinfandel and Merlot is a 

clean, but rather anonymous red wine that tends more to candied 
jamminess than to keen fruit of any kind. It is soft and lacking in 
spine with a token touch of tannin cropping up at the finish and 
imparting a bit of stemmy astringency that lingers after its half-
hearted fruit has gone.  1	 B	 D	 $11.00
ir MIDNIGHT Synnöve Paso Robles 2017
Much to its credit, this wine delivers lots of fully ripe, up-front, 
mildly woodsy, boysenberry-like fruit in its aromas that deepen 
and sweeten with air, and it avoids abrasive astringency even as 
it shows a firm, lightly tannic, structural spine, but, as it crosses 
the palate, its grasp on fruit is less certain, and there is a slight 
drop off in richness at the finish.  O	 B	 I	 $49.00
* it MONTGOMERY Napa Valley 2016
Density and extraction come through very clearly in this ripe and 
weighty wine, and, while not without fruit, its themes of dark 
berries and plums are a little suppressed by nominal tannins and 
tightening acidity at this point. It needs to loosen up and is sure 
to do so with age, but prime-time drinking looks to lie some four 
or five years ahead.  O	 B	 A	 $80.00

* jl RAPP RANCH Cutters Reserve Napa Valley 2016
By Shadybrook. 49% Petit Verdot; 28% Cabernet Sauvignon; 
18% Cabernet Franc; 5% Merlot. Ripe plums, berries and a 
marked note of cassis are framed by well-considered oak in this 
wine’s rich and well-focused nose, and its attractive aromatic 
components come through clearly with an extra bit of intensity 
in its lengthy, very continuous flavors. Fairly full-bodied, it is not 
bothered by heat in spite of its obvious ripeness, and, if showing 
fine mid-term potential and just tannic enough to make the case 
for three to five years of age, it can be enjoyed now with flavorful 
braised lamb or beef preparations.  O	 B	 I	 $70.00
ir SANTA BARBARA WINERY Curtis Vineyard 2015
Santa Ynez Valley. Both ripe and a bit weedy with elements 
of berries, milk chocolate and sweet oak competing for attention 
on the nose and similarly going in several directions at once in 
flavor, this wine gradually narrows and inclines more and more to 
acidy stiffness en route to a fairly rigid, yet comparatively low-in-
tannin finish. That there is a good deal going on here is beyond 
dispute, but its decidedly taut construction compels age, and its 
promise of polished beauty is faint.  1	 B	 A	 $30.00
* is SAY WHEN Petite Beast Russell Family Vineyard 2017
Paso Robles. This dark and dense, very young wine conveys 
loads of highly extracted, pepper-tinged, blueberry fruit, but it 
very much earns its “beastly” name by dint of its abundant, 
hard-edged astringency. Tannin abounds at present and warns 
off drinking for years, yet there is richness enough at work to 
reward those who are willing to wait and hide it away in a hard-
to-reach corner of the cellar.  O	 B	 A	 $60.00

If Cabernet Franc has taken its time in finding a significant place here in California, Petit Verdot 
has only just recently started to attract attention as other than a tannic, dark-pigmented variety 
whose major role was as a supporting player to Cabernet Sauvignon in sundry blends. We admit 

that most of our favorite Petit Verdots in this current bunch did, in fact, get an assist from other varieties, but all did not, and, as a whole, the 
wines make a convincing case that the grape can very successfully stand on its own.   



  

ir SPICY VINES Pine Mountain-Cloverdale Peak 2017
With a fascinating, fairly deep nose of dark fruit, black tea, dried 
flowers and a suggestion of toasted almonds, this gutsy, full-
bodied wine starts out with similarly rich, well-extracted flavors, 
but, as it goes, it dries and toughens as puckery tannins take 
charge. It will remain to be seen whether, with the tempering 
effects of age, it has enough fruity strength to transcend its all- 
too-obvious astringency, and, given its ambitious price, we are 
hesitant to take the gamble.  O	 B	 A	 $75.00

* iu STEPHANIE Proprietary Red Wine Napa Valley 2015
By Hestan. 32% Petit Verdot; 22% Cabernet Franc; 21% Merlot; 
16% Cabernet Sauvignon; 9% Malbec. Oak is an obvious and 
more than peripheral presence throughout this wine’s length, yet 
it is not overbearing and infuses a mildly creamy, vanilla-like 
sweetness to what is very attractive berry and plum fruit from 
first sniff to finish. The coarser traits of Petit Verdot are wholly 
absent here, and the wine is moderately full-bodied and built on 
a foundation of relatively fine-grained tannins that, while not 
interfering with near-term enjoyment, affords it with four or five 
years of fine aging potential.  1	 B	 I	 $85.00

ir URBAN PRESS Piccolo Alexander Valley 2016
Evident ripeness pushes ahead of vague suggestions of dried 

plums here and brings with it an edge of dark chocolate, and, 
although the wine is neither as tannic nor as tough as a good 
many of its varietal cousins and thus less demanding of age, its 
indefinite fruit does leave it exposed to a lingering streak of heat 
at the finish.  1	 B	 I	 $24.00
* it V. SATTUI Napa Valley 2016
8% Malbec; 3% Cabernet Sauvignon; 2% Merlot; 1% Cabernet 
Franc. Fully ripe and a touch savory with suggestions of dark-
roasted coffee and a trim of spicy oak sitting off to the side of 
black plums and berries on the nose and then again in its mid-
density flavors, this is a well-managed, full-bodied effort that 
gets good marks for its overall balance, and, if its finishing tannins 
could do with a few years of smoothing, they do not rudely push 
sustained fruit from the stage.  O	 B	 A	 $47.00
* it V. SATTUI Vittorio’s Vineyard Napa Valley 2017
Top notes of dark caramel lend a nice touch of sweet perfume to 
the concentrated, solidly fruited aromas of this moderately deep, 
well-composed rendering of Petit Verdot, and, just as is the case 
with its year-older cellarmate above, we would wish for a bit less 
palate-puckering astringency at the finish, but its steady, dark 
berry fruit makes its way all the way to the end and will hold it 
in good stead as its slightly too-conspicuous tannins gradually 
ease over the next three to five years.  O	 B	 A	 $47.00
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ir DERBY Derby Vineyard Paso Robles 2016
Vineyard Select Series. On the one hand possessing a nice sense 
of ripe, raspberry-like fruit and, on the other, rather tangy and 
taut with an ill-fitting mix of slight sweetness and acidity leaving 
it a bit at cross purposes, this wine has plenty of energy, but it 
will need a turn of good luck if its disparate parts are to come 
together with age.  O	 B	 I	 $46.00
* jl J. DAVIES Diamond Mountain District 2016
This is a Malbec of considerable weight and ripeness that captures 
a good deal of fruity richness without ever once seeming at all 
overdone, and, if arguably still a bit brooding and slow to show 
finer detail, it does, as it sits in the glass, tease increasingly with 
suggestions of implicit complexity to come. It is a fleshy and fairly 
muscular offering that, though tannic, adeptly avoids sinewy 
toughness, but we would still counsel a few years of keeping in 
order for it to fully open.  1	 B	 A	 $95.00
ir MIDNIGHT Solstice Paso Robles 2017
A quick whiff of dill and a touch of graphite on the nose lead 
the way over youthfully constrained, red berry fruit, and the wine 
similarly speaks to its youth on the palate where evident acidity 
narrows its flavors and accentuates its nominal tannins. It is a 
wine in waiting rather than one to drink straightaway, and a 
couple of years of relaxing are in order.  O	 B	 A	 $49.00
** jm PATLAND Select Barrel Reserve Napa Valley 2017
Sure to dispel any notions that Malbec has little value outside of 
being a supporting player in Cabernet-dominated blends, this 
commanding rendition is a wine of implacable richness and great 
fruity depth, and, while it tips the scales on the bigger and riper 
side, it is not in the least heavy-footed. It is solidly structured with 

moderate, slightly grippy young tannins informing that four or 
five years of age will have to pass before finesse comes, but we 
have every confidence that come it will, and, in the meantime, we 
see this one making a more-than-satisfying mate to the likes of 
a thick cut of prime rib bathed in jus. O	 B	 I	 $110.00
* iu SHADYBROOK Coombsville 2016
12% Cabernet Sauvignon. Very ripe, but deeply fruity as well 
with plenty of palatal size and good structure to go with it, this 
concentrated, big-bodied, very generously filled Malbec may be 
presently truncated by tannin, yet it is not woefully astringent 
for a wine for its substance and size. It requires age, three or four 
years at least, and it clearly has what it needs to keep growing 
for a good many more.  O	 B	 A	 $95.00
* jl STEPHANIE Napa Valley 2015
By Hestan. Elements of ripe berries, sweet oak and a bare touch 
of milk chocolate come together in a refined and well-integrated 
mix, and, if not a big, boldly stated wine, the Stephanie Malbec 
is assuredly a steady, well-crafted one and it reminds that richness 
and bluster are two different things. It is drinking splendidly now 
thanks to its temperate, very fine-grained tannins, yet it has the 
balance, the depth and the careful claret-like composition of a 
wine that will age effortlessly and continue to gain in finesse for 
no fewer than another five years.  1	 B	 I	 $55.00

 Just as the success shown by this month’s selection of Petit Verdots comes as a bit of a happy surprise, so, too, 
does Malbec’s. Widely grown in southern France, but largely ignored in its Bordeaux home, Malbec has become 
the signature grape of Argentina, and scattered bottlings are now beginning to pop up here and there from 
vineyards in California. Given how very good the examples from Patland, J. Davies, Shadybrook and Stephanie 
have turned out to be, we both hope and expect to see more locally sourced Malbecs in coming vintages
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Best Buys in the Market

As its many devotees are all too aware, fine California Cabernet does not come cheap, yet savvy collectors know 
that there are outstanding values to be found all the same. A pair of particularly high-achievers heads up the 
latest installment of Best Buys, and, if perhaps not priced for everyday drinking, both the sturdy, impressively 
concentrated ** STRINGER Stagecoach Vineyard Napa Valley 2017 ($55.00) and the ** ROWEN Red Wine 
Sonoma County 2016 ($55.00), a very stylish Cabernet-based blend that incorporates Malbec, Syrah and a touch 
of Viognier, are serious, deeply satisfying wines that stand in good stead with bottlings costing two and three times 
as much. The complex and curranty * CASTELLO DI AMOROSA Il Brigante Napa Valley 2014 ($39.00) and the 
beautifully polished * TRUCHARD Carneros Napa Valley 2017 ($40.00) each check in with impressive 90-point 
ratings and are made all the more notable by the fact that they were not produced in miniscule amounts, just as the 

deep, very well crafted * ST. SUPÉRY Napa Valley 2017 ($42.00) and the very rich * DRY CREEK VINEYARD Hillside & Benchland Dry Creek 
Valley 2017 ($30.00) are in ready supply and comparatively easy to find. The * BECKMEN Santa Ynez Valley 2017 ($32.00) may take a little more 
searching but will repay the effort with loads of deep, very keen Cabernet fruit, and, among a bevy of beauties that check in at less than twenty 
five dollars, any and all of the rounded, well-balanced * ANCIENT PEAKS Santa Margarita Ranch 2017 ($22.00), the savory, slightly woodsy 
* EMBANKMENT Alexander Valley 2018 ($20.00), and the solidly built, but insistently fruity * OWL RIDGE Sonoma County 2017 ($24.00) 
serve as happy reminders that good Cabernet need not cost a king’s ransom and can, in fact, be a regular treat.

As Merlot has regained much of its lost popular appeal, two things have become clear. First, there are very fine 
offerings to be had, just as there always was, and, second, the number of attractive, bottlings of Merlot that 
come at a modest cost is striking as the variety continues to attract the attention of a new, thrifty and thirsty 
generation of wine drinkers. The * 90-point CASTELLO DI AMOROSA Napa Valley 2016 ($42.00) is a classic 
example that marries lovely oak with succulent black cherry fruit and is well worth every penny of its asking 
price and is not to be missed by discerning fans of the grape, yet there is an altogether surprising collections of 
tasty efforts for twenty dollars and less led by the very well-made, incisively fruity * TRIG POINT Diamond 
Dust Vineyard Alexander Valley 2018 ($20.00). Keep an eye out as well for the ripe and fruit-forward * 
CHELSEA GOLDSCHMIDT Guidestone Rise Alexander Valley 2018 ($20.00) and its lithe, insistently 
cherry-like cellarmate the * CHELSEA GOLDSCHMIDT Salmon’s Leap Dry Creek Valley 2018 ($20.00), 

both of which drink affably now but have the balance to age for a bit, and the oh-so-easy to like * ANCIENT 
PEAKS Santa Margarita Ranch 2017 ($20.00) earns its maker a second mention on May’s new roster of especially 
fine values.  Although coming up just a step short of full one-star recommendation, the are several 86-point rated 
Merlot bargains worthy of note, and the ripe and unexpectedly rich CAMERON HUGHES Lot 641 Paicines 2015 
($13.00), the open and juicy, Merlot-dominated FIDELITY Red Wine Alexander Valley 2018 ($18.00) and the 
slightly more tannic, structured-to-age TOAD HOLLOW Richard McDowell’s Selection Sonoma County 2017 
($16.00) are all worthy wines that deliver far more character than their unassuming prices predict, and, finally, 
while it may not be a wine that stands up and shouts Merlot, the 85-point McMANIS Lodi 2018 ($10.00) is a clean 
and fruity, eminently quaffable, lighter-bodied effort that stays clear of the candied confection that almost always 
accompanies wines that are as inexpensive as it is. 
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Zinfandel Hidden Hillside Reserve Sonoma County 2017, ** JEFF 
COHN Zinfandel Isabel Sweetwater Springs Vineyard 2017, ** 
SMALL VINES Pinot Noir TBH Vineyard Sonoma Coast 2017 and	

** LAIL Blueprint Sauvignon Blanc Napa Valley 2018.  

Created by the California Wine Club exclusively for Connoisseurs’ Guide 
readers, and featuring only our two-star and three-star selections, the 
CONNOISSEURS’ SERIES wine-of-the month club makes hard-to-get 
wines available for you. Featured this month are: *** BEEKEEPER 

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

MERLOT
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CHARDONNAY
*  GV it  ALMA DE CATTLEYA Sonoma County  2018

   ir  ANCIENT PEAKS Sta Margarita Ranch  2018
**  jn  AU BON CLIMAT “Nuits-Blanches…”  2016
*   GV iu  AU BON CLIMAT Los Alamos Vyd  2018
*   iu  AU BON CLIMAT Sanford & Benedict  2017
*   it  AU BON CLIMAT Bien Nacido Vyd 2017
*   iu  BALDACCI Sorelle    2017
*   iu  BLAGDEN Sangiacomo Vineyard    2016
**  jm  BLUE FARM Laceroni Vineyard  2017
*  GV is  CAMERON HUGHES Lot 689    2017

   iq  CAROL SHELTON Wild Thing    2018
**  jo  CASTELLO DI AMOROSA Reserve    2018
*   jl  CASTELLO DI AMOROSA Bien Nacido 2017
**  jm  CATTLEYA Call to Adventure  2018
*   jl  CATTLEYA Cuvée Number Five   2018
*   is  CENTER OF EFFORT Giallo Solare    2015

  iq  CENTER OF EFFORT Edna Valley  2015
*   is  CH. STE. MICHELLE Cold Creek Vyd  2016
*  GV is  CH. STE. MICHELLE Indian Wells  2017
*   jl  CLENDENEN FAMILY Le Bon Climat  2015
*   is  CLOS PEGASE Mitsuko’s Vineyard    2018
*   it  CLOUDS REST Reserve allure    2015

  ir  CLOUDS REST Reserve allure    2014
**  jo  DARIOUSH Napa Valley  2018

  iq  DRUM ROLL Monet Columbia Valley  2017
*   is  DRY CREEK VINEYARD DCV Block 10 2018

  ir  DUCKHORN Napa Valley  2017
**  jo  DuMOL Isobel Charles Heintz Vyd  2017
**  jn  DuMOL Wester Reach  2017
**  jm  DuMOL Highland Divide    2017

  ir  DUTTON ESTATE Kyndall’s Reserve  2017
**  jm  DUTTON GOLDFIELD Walker Hill Vyd  2017
*   jl  DUTTON GOLDFIELD Rued Vineyard  2017
*   iu  EDNA VALLEY VYD Heritage    2016

  ir  EDNA VALLEY VYD Reserve   2016

  ir  EDNA VALLEY VYD Fleur de Edna  2017

  iq  EDNA VALLEY Central Coast  2017
*  GV iu  EFFORT Edna Valley  2017
*   iu  FORT ROSS Fort Ross Vineyard  2017
*  it  FULCRUM Durell Vineyard  2018
*   it GOOSE RIDGE Reserve   2017

*   is  GOOSE RIDGE Columbia Valley  2016

  iq  GOOSE RIDGE g3 Vineyards Selection 2016
*   is  GORDON ESTATE Reserve  2017

     GV ir  GORDON ESTATE Columbia Valley  2017
*   it  GRAVEYARD Reserve    2018

  ir  GRAVEYARD Santa Lucia Highlands  2018
*   jl  GRGICH HILLS Paris Tasting  2017
*   jl  GRGICH HILLS Napa Valley  2017
*   is  HAGAFEN Oak Knoll District  2018
*  GV is  HEAD HIGH Sonoma County 2019

   iq  INTEGRITY Griva Vineyard    2018

  ir  J. CHRISTOPHER Cuvée Lunatique  2018

    GV iq  J. LOHR Riverstone Arroyo Seco  2018
*   jl  JOSEPH PHELPS Freestone Vineyards  2018
*  GV is  KING ESTATE Willamette Valley  2018

   ir  KING ESTATE Kennel Vineyard   2017
*   is  KOKOMO Peters Vineyard    2018

  ir  LA HONDA Santa Cruz Mountains  2018

    GV iq  LAPIS LUNA North Coast  2018
*   it  LAVA VINE Bella Vista Vineyard   2017
*   is  LORING River Quinn Santa Barbara Co  2018
*   jl  MARIMAR La Masía    2018
*   is  MARIMAR Acero    2018
*   is  McCAY Lodi  2014
*   is  NEELY Home Block   2017

  ir  NEELY Holly’s Cuvée 2017

   ir  NEELY Bee Block 2017

  ip  NEELY Amphitheater Block    2017
*  iu  OCEANO Spanish Springs Vineyard  2017
*   iu  PAPAPIETRO PERRY Peters Vineyard  2018
*   iu  PATLAND Napa Valley  2016
***  jq  PAUL HOBBS Edward James Estate  2018
**  jo  PAUL HOBBS Ellen Lane Estate  2018
**  jn  PAUL HOBBS Russian River Valley  2018
	 	 ir  REPLICA Retrofit Carneros  2018
**  jp  RIDGE Estate Monte Bello Estate    2018
*   it  RIVER ROAD Mills Cuvée    2017
*  GV is  RIVER ROAD Reserve  2018
*   is  ROALD Sonoma Coast  2016
**  jm  ROAR Soberanes Vineyard    2019
*   jl  ROAR Sierra Mar Vineyard    2018

*   iu  ROAR Rosella’s Vineyard    2018
*   it  ROBERT HALL Cavern Select   2018
*   GV is  RODNEY STRONG Chalk Hill  2017
**  jm  RUSACK Mt. Carmel Vineyard    2017
*   jl  RUSACK Bien Nacido Vineyard  2017
*  GV iu  RUSACK Santa Barbara County  2017
*	   it  RUSACK Santa Catalina Island Vyds  2017
*   iu  SAINTSBURY Catarina Clone 4  2018
*   iu  SAINTSBURY Sangiacomo Green Acres  2018
*   it  SAINSTBURY Sangiacomo Vineyards  2018

  iq  SAWYER LINDQUIST Spanish Spring  2017

  ir  SAY WHEN Sōnō Vino Shokrian Vyd  2018
*   jl  SEAFALL Sonoma Coast  2017
*  is  SEA SLOPES Sonoma Coast  2017
*   iu  SMALL VINES TBH Vineyard   2017
*   it  SMALL VINES Sonoma Coast  2017
*   it  STOLO Hillside Reserve    2017
*   it  STOLO San Luis Obispo County  2017

    GV iq  STONE CAP Columbia Valley  2016
*   jl  THE VINEYARD HOUSE Oakville  2017
***  jq  THREE STICKS Gap’s Crown Vineyard 2018
**  jo  THREE STICKS One Sky    2018
**  jn  THREE STICKS Alana Vineyard  2017
**  jm  THREE STICKS Origin Sonoma Coast  2018
*   jl  THREE STICKS Durell Vineyard    2017
* GV iu  TRUCHARD Carneros Napa Valley  2018

   iq  VINA ROBLES Mistral Vineyard    2018
*   jl  V. SATTUI Los Carneros Napa Valley  2018
*   iu  V. SATTUI Collina d’Oro    2018
*   is  V. SATTUI Napa Valley  2018

  ir  V. SATTUI Carsi Vineyard  2018
*   jl  WILLIAMS SELYEM Heintz Vineyard  2018
*   it  WILLIAMS SELYEM Olivet Lane Vyd  2018
*   is WILLIAMS SELYEM Lewis MacGregor 2017

  ir  WILLIAMS SELYEM Unoaked    2018
*  GV it  WILLOWBROOK Napa Valley  2018
*   iu  WRATH Boekenoogen Vineyard  2017
*   is  WRATH Fermata Monterey  2017
*  GV  is  WRATH EX Unoaked Monterey  2018

CABERNET FRANC
*   jl  BLACKBIRD Paramour Napa Valley  2017
**  jm  CORNERSTONE Oakville Station   2016
*   iu  DARIOUSH Napa Valley  2016
*   is  EHLERS St. Helena  2017
*   iu  GOOSECROSS State Lane Vineyard  2016
*   jl  HELIOS Sunbasket Vineyard St. Helena  2017

*   iu  HOWELL MOUNTAIN VYDS Howell Mtn 2016
*   iu  J. LOHR Cuvée St. E. Paso Robles  2016
*   is  LANG & REED North Coast  2016
*   is  McCAY Lodi  2016
*   is  PECH MERLE T-Bar-T Ranch    2016
*   iu  SHADYBROOK V Red Wine  2015

*   is  SILVERADO Mt. George Vineyard   2017
*   it  SPICY VINES Pine Mtn-Cloverdale Peak  2017

  iq  TAMARACK Columbia Valley  2017
**  jn  THE VINEYARD HOUSE Block 5 Oakville 2015

  ir  URBAN PRESS Moscherato  2016

PETIT VERDOT
*   iu  BODYGUARD Paso Robles  2017
*   jl  BOESCHEN Napa Valley  2017
*   jl  EHLERS St. Helena  2017

  ir  GRGICH HILLS Miljenko’s Selection    2016
*   it  HOWELL MTN VYDS. Howell Mtn  2016

  ip  LINE 39 Excursion California  2016

  ir  MIDNIGHT Synnöve Paso Robles  2017
*   it  MONTGOMERY Napa Valley  2016
*   jl  RAPP RANCH Cutters Reserve    2016

  ir  SANTA BARBARA WINERY Curtis Vyd  2015
*   is  SAY WHEN Petite Beast    2017

  ir  SPICY VINES Pine Mtn-Cloverdale Peak  2017

*   iu  STEPHANIE Proprietary Red Wine    2015

  ir  URBAN PRESS Piccolo Alexander Valley  2016
*   it  V. SATTUI Napa Valley  2016
*   it  V. SATTUI Vittorio’s Vineyard    2017

MALBEC
  ir  DERBY Derby Vineyard Paso Robles  2016
*   jl  J. DAVIES Diamond Mountain District  2016

  ir  MIDNIGHT Solstice Paso Robles  2017
**  jm  PATLAND Select Barrel Reserve    2017

*   iu  SHADYBROOK Coombsville  2016
*   jl  STEPHANIE Napa Valley  2015


